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ABSTRACT

IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY OF WIND FARM TURBINES
USING EXTERNAL AIRFOILS
September 2017
SHUJAUT HUSSAIN BADER, B.S.M.E., ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, INDIA
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Prof. Blair Perot

Wind turbine efficiency typically focuses on the shape, orientation, or stiffness of the
turbine blades. In this thesis, the focus is instead on using static fixed airfoils in proximity
to the wind turbine to control the airflow coming out of the turbine. These control devices
have three beneficial effects. (1) They gather air from “higher up” where the air is moving
faster on average (and therefore has more kinetic energy in it). (2) They throw the used
(and slowed down air) downwards. This means that any turbines in the wind farm behind
the lead turbines do not get “stale” air. (3) These control devices provide a large stabilizing
lifting force for floating off-shore turbines.
In this study, Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations of an aligned
array of two wind turbines along with various designs of these control devices is studied.
The recovery in the velocity at the inlet plane of downstream turbine due to the controlled
flow facilitated by these devices is measured with respect to the average streamwise wind
velocity at the inlet plane of upstream turbine. A customized numerical solver was written
in C++ using Opensource Field Operation And Manipulation (OpenFOAM) to model the
vi

turbines as actuator discs with axial induction and to generate an inlet velocity field similar
to a turbulent atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).
All the design configurations use a streamlined (airfoil shaped) structure, at an
angle of attack carefully selected to prevent flow separation depending upon its location
around the turbine. For strong wake displacement, the devices are placed in proximity to
the upstream wind turbine so as to facilitate a substantial downwash of the faster wind from
upper layers of the ABL and at the same time deflect the wake out of the way of the
downstream turbine. Also, the pressure coefficient across the upstream turbine augmented
with these devices can sometimes become more negative than a bare turbine, which in turn
increases the mass flow rate of air passing through it, thereby also increasing the leading
turbine’s efficiency slightly.

vii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Historical Background

The evolution of wind power has had its highs and lows. In the 18th century, which
marked the beginning of the industrial revolution, the interest in wind power diminished
mainly because it was a fluctuating energy resource while as fossil fuel fired power
generators were more consistent in meeting the increased energy demands. Due to
increased energy demands and large manufacturing enterprises, this trend continued till the
end of the first third of the 20th century [1].
The wind turbines built by the Danish company F.L. Smidth in 1941-1942 can be
considered a forerunner of modern wind turbine generators. The Smith turbines were the
first to use modern airfoils, based on the advancing knowledge of aerodynamics at that
time.
It was not until early 1970s, with the first oil price shock, that the interest in the
wind power sector began to revive. But this time, as previously mentioned, the focus was
on generation of electricity rather than tapping wind energy in the form of mechanical
energy. This way, it became possible to provide a reliable and consistent power source by
using other energy technologies, via the electrical grid, as a back-up. As a result, funding
for research and development of wind energy became available. Countries like Germany,
USA and Sweden used this money to develop large-scale wind turbine prototypes in the
MW range. Post oil shock crisis, special government support schemes were initiated for
more efficient utilization of wind resource.
1

In 2008, the U.S Department of Energy published a report that examines the
technical feasibility of using wind energy to generate 20% of the nation's electricity
demand by 2030. The report examines the costs, major impacts, and challenges associated
with producing 20% wind energy or 300 GW of wind generating capacity by 2030 [2]. One
of the most important key takeaways from this report is, the wind research and innovation
like advanced blade manufacturing and optimized blade aerodynamics together with novel
design considerations, remains critical to the continued viability of wind technology. To
improve capacity factors of the wind farms, it aims on the improvements to blades and
rotors as well as pursuing taller towers and larger rotors. In this work we pursue an
enhancement not mentioned in the 2008 report, which is the control of wind turbine wakes.

1.2 Previous Work

1.2.1 Wind Turbine Wake Recovery and Associated Challenges

Modern day wind farms often consist of a large number of individual turbines
arranged in a group or cluster with an inter-turbine spacing of 6-10 rotor diameters. The
wakes generated by upstream turbines are sometimes incident upon the downstream
turbines. The interactions of an upstream wake with the downstream turbines reduce the
power output of the downstream turbine significantly. Average power losses due to wind
turbine wakes are of the order of 10 to 20% of total power output in large offshore wind
farms [6,7].
An important aspect related to the understanding of the wakes developed in wind
turbine arrays, is the recognition of vertical kinetic energy entrainment as the main reason
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behind the performance of large wind farms. This vertical transport of momentum has been
recorded in wind tunnel experiments [8] and large eddy simulations [9] and has been shown
to be of the same order of magnitude as the total energy extracted by the wind turbines.
Previous research like Hamilton et al. [10] studied various statistical features of turbulence
causing vertical entrainment of mean-flow kinetic energy. A spectral analysis of the data
shows that large scales of the flow, about the size of the rotor diameter in length or larger,
dominate the vertical entrainment. The flow is less incoherent below the array, causing
decreased vertical fluxes there. The results show that improving the rate of vertical kinetic
energy entrainment into wind turbine arrays is a standing challenge and would require
modifying the large-scale turbulent structures of the flow.

1.2.2 Literature Review

Keeping in consideration the fact that improving the rate of kinetic energy
entrainment can aid the wake recovery, some effort has been made in this direction to
increase the power output from a wind farm.
In one of the basic approaches to enhance the wake recovery via the vertical
transport of momentum, VerHulst et al [11] applied a synthetic forcing in vertical direction
to a numerical simulation. The forcing, with the magnitude and direction dependent on the
instantaneous velocity fluctuation at the rotor disc, was assumed to be arising from the
altered aerodynamic characteristics of the wind turbines. The synthetic forcing was
reported to improve the vertical mixing and hence the wind velocities at discs were
observed to increase correspondingly, thereby increasing the power generation from the
array.

3

The design of Diffuser Augmented Wind Turbines (DAWT) is one concept to have
been proposed to improve the output of an individual wind turbine. It has been shown that:
the velocity across the blade-plane is greater than the free-stream velocity and increases
towards the rotor periphery; that the rotor thrust or disc loading impacts upon diffuser
performance by altering the flow behavior through it; and that DAWTs are able to maintain
an exit pressure coefficient more negative than that attainable by a conventional bare
turbine. The net result is that DAWTs encourage a greater overall mass-flow as well as
extract more energy per unit of mass-flow passing through the blade-plane than a
conventional bare turbine [12]. DAWTs were heavily researched by B. Gilbert, R. Oman
and K. Foreman of Grumman Aerospace Corporation in the 1970s and 1980s [13]. In the
1990s, a New Zealand company Vortec Wind built a first full-scale DAWT called Vortec
7 [14]. There is no doubt that an appropriate diffuser installed downwind of a wind turbine
will increase the energy density of the wind and the power produced but the Vortec 7 and
other DAWT designs have a common drawback in that they are not scalable and suffer
from the classic boundary layer separation problem. As designers tried to increase the area
ratio of the diffuser to increase the energy density of the air stream, a condition of boundary
layer separation would occur early along the face of the diffuser walls. Once boundary
layer separation begins the efficiency of the diffuser falls rapidly.
As a modification to the existing designs of DAWTs, a team of researchers at
Kyushu University, Japan [15] developed a wind turbine system that consists of a diffuser
shroud with a broad ring flange at the exit periphery and a wind turbine inside it as
described in Figure 1.1.
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vortex generation by brim
throat
inlet shroud

low-pressure region
draws more wind

blade

wind
nacelle (hub)
brim

pressure recovery
by a diffuser

Figure 1.1. Wind lens, a collection-acceleration device.

This system has demonstrated power augmentation for a given turbine diameter and
wind speed by a factor of about 2-3 compared with a bare wind turbine. A “Brim” is
attached to a diffuser shroud to improve wind collection and acceleration. The idea is to
induce formation of strong vortices. The strong vortices created by the diffuser and the
brim produce low pressure region behind the turbine. This increased pressure difference
helps the wind to flow more into the wind lens.
In recent years, research has also been conducted on Vertical Axis Wind Turbines
(VAWTs). The research suggests that clusters of vertical-axis turbines, arranged to take
advantage of each other’s turbulence, can outperform conventional wind farms. One such
study led by John Dabiri at Graduate Aerospace Laboratories of the California Institute of
Technology (GALCIT) conducted full-scale field tests of 10-m tall VAWTs in various
counter-rotating configurations under natural wind conditions. The results from these tests
show that the power densities an order of magnitude greater than conventional horizontalaxis wind turbines (HAWTs) can potentially be achieved by clustering VAWTs in certain
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preferred layouts that enable them to extract energy from adjacent wakes and from above
the wind farm [16]. The closer wind turbine spacing and a sufficient vertical flux of
turbulent kinetic energy are the key requirements for the improved performance [17]. The
study of energy exchange in VAWT array reveals that a high planform kinetic energy flux
facilitates rapid flow recovery in the wake region behind the turbine pairs. It takes only six
rotor diameters for the flow velocities to return to 95% of the upwind value from each
turbine pair which is less than half the recovery distance behind a typical HAWT [18].

1.3 Present Work

In this thesis, we present an alternative approach to tackle the problems associated
with deficiency of energy and momentum in the wakes, focused mainly on the velocity
recovery and displacement of the wake. To alter the large scale flow structures in the wind
turbine arrays, we have used the flow control devices derived from a simple airfoil profile.

Unaided case
(No downwash)

ABL

Wake

Upstream
Turbine

Stale
Air
Downstream
Turbine

Flow

Figure 1.2. Illustration of a wind turbine wake incident upon the
downstream turbine.
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In wind turbine arrays, especially those in which the turbines are clustered tightly,
the wakes from the row of upstream turbines are incident upon the subsequent rows of
turbines. This leads to reduced power output from the downstream turbines due to the
velocity deficient wind that those turbines receive. Figure 1.2 illustrates this phenomenon.
To facilitate the velocity recovery in the wake, the proposed devices are
appropriately placed around or in the vicinity of the upstream turbine. The downwash
created by these devices displaces the wake downwards and as a result feeds faster air to
the downstream turbine. Figure 1.3 illustrates the working principle of these devices.

Downwash (crosswind)
by Flow Control
Devices

Faster
Air

ABL

Deflected
Wake

Upstream
Turbine

Downstream
Turbine

Flow

Figure 1.3. Illustration of wind velocity recovery in the wake by using
proposed flow control devices.

In this work, we have carried out the computational study of the proposed designs
on an array of two rotors using the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach.
Two different domains with the inter-turbine spacing of three diameters and six diameters
are considered for all our simulations. The first set of simulations was run with a coefficient
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of performance (Cp) of 0.45 followed by 0.50 for all the subsequent simulations. The
effectiveness of these devices i.e. their ability to improve the streamwise velocity at the
plane of downstream rotor is measured by comparing the streamwise velocity at the plane
of downstream rotor to the average wind speed at the inlet plane of upstream turbine.
We have used a customized numerical solver written in C++ using Opensource
Field Operation And Manipulation (OpenFOAM). All of the simulations mainly involve
the turbines modeled as actuator discs with axial induction only. To some of the cases
(which are computationally inexpensive), tangential forcing along with the axial induction
was considered to study the effect of wake rotation upon the results.

1.4 Outline

In the subsequent chapters, a detailed introduction to the physics of wind turbines
is given followed by numerical modelling of the problem at hand. Chapter 2 deals with the
theoretical foundations of the subject dealt with in this thesis- both the physics of wind
turbines as well as the fundamentals of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Chapter 3
presents the numerical set-up of the problem in a more detailed way. It delves into the
details of the fluid dynamics’ simulation which involves discretization (temporal and
spatial) of the domain, modeling of the rotor, the selection of the appropriate solver,
boundary conditions, turbulence model and parallelization of the simulations. In Chapter
4, the aerodynamic aspects of the NACA 2412 parent profile in relation to the devices is
discussed followed by detailed geometry of all the flow control devices. At last, Chapter 5
is reserved for the results derived from the simulations. The results are presented for five
different sets of simulations based on varied coefficient of performance, inter-turbine
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spacing and whether the wake is rotating or not. Afterwards, in Chapter 6, the thesis is
concluded with a brief conclusion followed by reviewing possibility of any scope of further
work related to the work described in this thesis.

9

CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this chapter, a detailed theoretical background of the vertical distribution of
horizontal mean wind speeds, aerodynamic aspects of wind turbines and the fundamental
principles of CFD (conservation of mass and momentum) as applied to a wind stream
flowing past a wind turbine are described in detail.

2.1 Wind Energy

2.1.1 Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL)

The layer of atmosphere that extends up to about 1km from the earth's surface is
termed the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL). It is the layer wherein the effects of the
local terrain (ground surface, land or sea) are found to be considerable. The surface-air
interaction occurs in two primary forms: mechanical and thermal. The mechanical contact
arises from the friction exerted by the wind against the ground surface; this friction causes
the wind to be sheared and creates turbulence. As a result, wind speed increases with
increasing height above the ground, starting from zero at the ground level due to the noslip condition. In the absence of thermal processes, i.e. when the ABL is said to be neutral,
we expect a logarithmic velocity profile u(z) characterized by the friction velocity u∗ and
the roughness height z0 as follows [3]:

10

u(z) =

u∗
z−d
ln (
)
κ
z0

For the application of interest, z + =

zu∗
ν

(2.1)

> 45, and formula 2.1 holds. The variable

u∗ is the friction (or shear) velocity(= 0.62 m/s) and is determined so that the reference
velocity of (= 10 m/s) is found at the centerline of the turbines (at 75 m altitude), κ is the
Von K𝑎́ rm𝑎́ n constant(= 0.41), d is the zero plane displacement(= 0.666 m), z0 is the
surface roughness(= 0.1 m). The values of zero plane displacement and surface roughness
are based on the average height of roughness elements, which we have set equal to one
meter in our case. Figure 2.1 shows the plotted logarithmic velocity profile that has been
used as the inlet velocity profile in our simulations.

200
180
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z (m)

140
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80
60
40
20
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0

2
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8

Uz (m/s)

Figure 2.1. Atmospheric boundary layer.
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2.1.2 Power Available in Wind
Consider a free stream of air moving at speed V0 as shown in Figure 2.2. If the flow
is in unperturbed state, then the volume flow rate of air through a cylindrical streamtube of
cross sectional area A is AV. If ρ is the density of air, then the power available in the wind
stream is proportional to the kinetic energy associated with it.
1
PW = ρ (AV0 )(V02 )
2

Figure 2.2. A streamtube of unperturbed wind.
Power available in the wind per unit area:

PW 1
= ρ V03
A
2

(2.2)

Equation (2.2) clearly shows that the power available in wind is proportional to the
wind speed cubed. Evidently, a small increase in the speed of wind can increase the power
associated with it by a large amount. This is why small improvements in the wake location
and strength can have an oversized effect on the downstream turbine’s power output.
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2.1.3 Actuator Disc Theory

Actuator disc theory is obtained by applying the basic conservation principles of
momentum and energy to the contents of the control volume containing the wind turbine
modeled as an infinitely thin disc. The stream tube model, also known as Betz model, of
expanding air stream tube is shown in Figure 2.3. A horizontal axis wind turbine, which is
most commonly used, is considered and the rotor is modeled as an actuator disc across
which there is a drop in pressure as energy is extracted from the wind stream [4].
The actuator disc theory assumes:
1. There is uniform thrust on average over the rotor area.
2. The wake is assumed to be non-rotating i.e. the flow going into and out of the rotor
is purely axial.
There is a pressure discontinuity at the actuator disc, which removes momentum thus
modeling the action of a wind turbine.
A2, V2
A0, V0

A1, V1

Actuator Disk

Figure 2.3. Expansion in the flow past an actuator disk

As evident from Figure 2.3, the streamtube area at the inlet far upstream of the rotor
is A0 , which expands to A2 at the exit plane far downstream while passing through the rotor
of area A1 . As it expands, the flow decelerates from velocity V0 at the inlet to V1 at the rotor
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and then further down to V2 at the exit. This is a consequence of the fact that air mass flow
rate must be same everywhere within the streamtube, thus the speed must decrease as
streamtube area increases. If ρ is the density of air, the mass flow rate throughout the
streamtube can be written as:

ṁ = ρA0 V0 = ρA1 V1 = ρA2 V2

(2.3)

The thrust T, on the rotor can be determined by applying Newton’s second law on
contents of the control volume containing the streamtube which says, the trust on the rotor
is equal to the reduction in momentum per unit time from the air mass flow rate 𝑚̇,

T = ṁ ⋅ (V0 − V2 )

(2.4)

This force is applied by the air on the rotor at a uniform air-flow speed of V1 . Then power
extracted by the rotor, PR can be written as:

PR = TV = ṁ ⋅ (V0 − V2 ) ⋅ V1

(2.5)

The extracted power is also equal to loss in kinetic energy of the flow in the streamtube.
i.e.

PR =

1
⋅ ṁ ⋅ (V02 − V22 )
2

From (2.5) and (2.6), we can write:
14

(2.6)

V1 =

V0 + V2
2

(2.7)

Thus, it can inferred from momentum theory that the air speed through the rotor
cannot be less than of half the freestream wind speed. This extreme case arises if V2 = 0
which is not practical, as downstream air must have some kinetic energy to leave the rotor.

2.1.4 Betz’ Law and Coefficient of Performance

Using equations (2.3), (2.5) and (2.7), the power extracted by the rotor can be
written as:

1
PT = 4a(1 − a)2 ⋅ ( ρAV03 )
2

(2.8)

Comparing equations (2.2) and (2.8), we can write:

PT = Cp ⋅ PW
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(2.9)

where, the perturbation factor, a =

V0 −V1
V0

is the fractional decrease in wind speed

at the rotor and the power coefficient, Cp = 4a(1 − a)2 is the fraction of available power
in the wind that can be extracted. The variation of the power coefficient ‘Cp ’ with
perturbation factor ‘a’ is shown in Figure 2.4.
0.7
0.6
0.5

Cp

0.4
0.3
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0.1
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

a
Figure 2.4. Cp versus a.

The maximum value of Cp corresponds to the maximum power that can be extracted
from a wind stream moving at speed V0 . The criterion for maximum power extraction i.e.
Betz criterion applies when:
1

a=3,

2

V1 = 3 V0 ,

1

V2 = 3 V0

16
≈ 59%
27

⟹ Cp,max =

Thus, Betz’ criterion states that it is impossible to extract all of the energy available
in the wind since the air flowing away from the rotor downstream must possess some
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kinetic energy. It suggests a maximum possible turbine efficiency of 59% [5]. Our two sets
of simulations use Cp = 0.45 & 0.50, which is typical of real turbines.

2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics

2.2.1 Governing Equations

The behavior of fluid flow past an airfoil is governed by the principles of
conservation of mass and momentum, which are collectively known as the Navier-Stokes
Equations. For an incompressible flow, in tensor notation, these equations can be written
as:

∂ui
∂ui
1 ∂p
∂2 ui
+ uj
=−
+ν
+ gi
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
(2.10)
∂ui
=0
∂xi
where, xi (m) represents the position, ui (m/s) the instantaneous flow velocity, p
(N/m2) the pressure and g i (N/m3) the body forces acting on the fluid. ρ (kg/m3) and ν
(m2/s) are the density and kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
The Navier-Stokes Equations are a set of non-linear, coupled, partial differential
equations. The convective acceleration term gives rise to the non-linearity in these
equations which makes most of the problems difficult or impossible to solve. To solve the
real world problems, like the one we deal with in this thesis, a diverse set of CFD
techniques exist depending upon the resolution of the flow length scales.
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It was highlighted in §1.2.1, that the large scales of flow, about the size of the rotor
diameter in length or larger, dominate the vertical entrainment. As the largest eddies have
the same characteristic scales as the mean flow, resolving the largest eddies in our
simulations was deemed to provide sufficiently accurate predictions. Thus, we have
resorted to RANS equations for our simulations in this project. A brief overview of RANS
equations is provided in the following sections.

2.2.2 Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations (RANS)

The RANS equations are time averaged equations of fluid motion as given by
Equation (2.10), whereby an instantaneous quantity is decomposed into its mean and
fluctuating part.
Substitution of decomposed quantities for velocity and pressure as 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢̅𝑖 + 𝑢́ 𝑖 and 𝑝 =
𝑝̅ + 𝑝́ respectively in Equation (2.10), and then averaging yields the RANS equations as
given below:
Reynolds Stresses

𝜕(ú̅̅̅̅̅̅
∂u̅i
∂u̅i
1 ∂p̅
∂2 u̅i
i ú j )
+ u̅j
=−
+ν
+
+ gi
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
∂xj ∂xj
∂xj
(2.11)
∂u̅i
=0
∂xi
where, an ‘overbar’ represents mean of the quantity and ‘prime’ represents its
fluctuation. The difference between these equations and the Navier-Stokes equations is that
apart from the viscous shear, Reynolds stresses appear in these equations to account for the
turbulent shear. The Reynolds stresses introduce 6 additional unknowns which leads to the
closure problem of the RANS equations.
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To close the set of equations given by (2.11) and to model the Reynolds stresses,
numerous turbulence models have been developed. Since we are dealing with mostly airfoil
flows in this thesis, we have used the kω − SST for closure of the RANS equations [21].
More details about the turbulence model employed in the simulations is presented in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
NUMERICAL SETUP & FORMULATION
In this chapter, the important aspects of numerical simulation as applied to the fluid
flow past an airfoil as well as the Actuator Disc are discussed in detail. The chapter is
divided into sections broadly dealing with pre-processing which includes specifying the
physical domain, the spatial and temporal discretization of the governing equations of the
incompressible flow, and the initial and boundary conditions of the problem followed by
post-processing which involves result visualization techniques.

3.1 Computational Domain

This study consists of numerous simulations of a pair of wind turbines aligned in a
row and modelled as actuator discs with axial induction/forcing to account for the energy
extracted by each turbine. The simulations have been run for two different lengths of
computational domains viz a (350 × 200 × 200)m and a (500 × 200 × 200)m domain
with the disks placed 150m (= 3D) and 300m (= 6D) apart respectively.
350m
ABL

200m
Slip Walls

150m
Inlet
z

Outlet

50m

200m
75m

y

Actuator Disks

x

Figure 3.1. Domain with 150m (=3D) inter-turbine spacing.
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500m
ABL
Slip Walls

200m

300m
Inlet

Outlet

50m

200m
75m

z

Actuator Disks
y
x

Figure 3.2. Domain with 300m (=6D) inter-turbine spacing.
The center of the disks is 75m (= 1.5D) above the ground. Refer Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

3.2 Discretization

3.2.1 Mesh and Spatial Discretization

As stated previously in § 2.2.1, the governing equations are a set of coupled, partial
differential equations. The most fundamental step towards the solution of these equations
is to divide the flow domain into a large number of discrete points/cells and truncate these
equations using that grid inorder to solve them algebraically.
The meshing of the flow domain was carried out by taking the advantage of the preexisting meshing algorithms in the popular proprietary software package used for CAD
and mesh generation - ANSYS ICEM CFD. We have adopted the unstructured meshing
approach in all of our simulations. Unstructured meshes comprise of arbitrarily shaped
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elements (e.g., triangle, quadrilaterals - 2D; tetrahedrals, hexahedrals, polyhedrals, prisms,
pyramids - 3D) and the job of an unstructured meshing algorithm is more or less of an
optimization problem wherein it is required to fill up the given domain with these standard
shapes regardless of the complexity of the flow domain.
The parts of mesh in the immediate vicinity of the airfoil-shaped flow control
devices are meshed using prism layers in order to capture the physics of boundary layer
effectively. We have avoided extremely small 𝑦 + values primarily because of the reason
that complete resolution of the boundary layer is beyond the scope of the present project,
since only the wind deflection potential of the external airfoils is of interest. The zones of
the mesh which act as actuator discs are modelled as 5m thick cell-sets with an axial
induction applied opposite to the flow. The generated mesh is converted into a suitable
format that can be read by OpenFOAM solver. For the successful execution of the
simulation, accuracy of the results as well as stability of the solver, the aspect ratio of the
tetrahedra was taken care of and the population of skewed cells was minimized.

3.2.2 Time Discretization

When dealing with unsteady flows, the rate of change of any quantity with respect
to time needs to be computed througout the simulation time in discrete time steps. To
approximate the flow state at a later time step, we have employed Backward Euler Method
which is a transient, bounded and first order implicit discretization scheme for treating time
derivatives present in the governing equations. Since we have discretized the time, no
information about the solution on time scales less than the time step can be found. Hence,
the dimensional time step in our simulations was chosen to be of the 𝕆(10−4 )s inorder to
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capture and update the changing flow quantities reasonably well. For more detailed
explanation of the time discretization schemes used in our simulations, refer [27].

3.3 Modeling of the Turbine

The numerical simulations presented in this work are all conducted using the
Actuator Disc Method (ADM) which is a fully three-dimensional and unsteady
aerodynamic model for studying flow field around the wind turbines. The basis of the
model is incompressible RANS equations (§ 2.2.2) which are essentially the principles of
conservation of mass and momentum,

∇⋅𝐮=0

(3.1)

∂u̅i
∂u̅i
1 ∂p̅
+ u̅j
=−
∂t
∂xj
ρ ∂xi
+

∂
∂u̅i ∂u̅j
((ν + νT ) (
+
)) + 𝒇
∂xj
∂xj ∂xi

(3.2)

where, u denotes the velocity field, p is the pressure, 𝒇 denotes the synthetic
induction that mimics the thrust on the turbine, ν and νT are kinematic viscosity and eddy
viscosity respectively.
The distribution of axial forcing ‘𝒇’ across the entire face of the rotor is kept
uniform. Changing the force distribution seems to yield little to no overall effect in the
wake behavior. The impact of introducing radially variable force is not much noticeable
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after 2-3 rotor diameters downstream as the velocity of the wake is largely unaffected;
Gomes et al. [24].

3.3.1 Tangential Induction for Wake Rotation

Though we have focused most of our evaluations on the cases which employ the
actuator disk model with a uniform axial induction, some case studies were also done with
imparting the appropriate tangential induction to the rotor in addition to the uniform thrust
over the rotor. The tangential forcing distribution scaling factor ‘𝒇𝒕 ’ used for the
simulations to impart rotation to the wake was referred from Gomes et al. [24] who have
based their analysis on the results by Sorensen and Shen [25]. Referring to Figure 3.3, it is
assumed that the reader does note that the scaling factor for a uniform axial force
distribution corresponds to ‘𝒇𝒂 = 𝟏’.
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Figure 3.3. Tangential force distribution scaling factor along
dimensionless rotor radius [24].
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3.4 Solver

We have adopted Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (§ 2.2.2) approach in our
simulations and have used a large time-step transient solver for incompressible flow called
pimpleFoam, which is essentially based on a merged PISO-SIMPLE algorithm
implemented in OpenFOAM. The motivation behind our choice of the solver is that we
can use larger Courant numbers (Co >> 1) and therefore, the time step can be increased to
reduce the run time. The principle of algorithm is that within one time step, we search a
steady state solution with under-relaxation. After we have found the solution, we go on in
time. For this, we need the so called outer correction loops, to ensure that explicit parts of
the equations are converged. After we reach a defined tolerance criterion within the steadystate calculation, we leave the outer correction loop and move on in time. This is done till
we reach the end time of the simulation. For a detailed explanation of the SIMPLE and
PISO algorithms, refer [28, 29].

3.5 Boundary and Initial Conditions

Specifying the boundary conditions on the domain patches is an important step in
the pre-processing of a CFD simulation. The patches of the flow domain present on its
boundaries are assigned by the solver as boundary patches. The boundary conditions on
the patch can either be of fixed value type or fixed gradient type depending upon if the
dependent variable is described by a value on the patch or if a gradient is specified at the
boundary patch; these two types of boundary conditions can be classified as Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions respectively.
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The inlet patch of the flow domain is set to simulate the logarithmic wind profile
as explained by Equation (2.1). The non-uniform boundary condition which mimics the
logarithmic wind profile is set using a built-in library groovyBC in OpenFOAM. The
stream-wise flow velocity ranges from 0 to 11.5 m/s across the vertical span of the
domain, refer Figure 2.2. Similarly, the outlet patch of the flow domain is set as a pressure
outlet at atmospheric pressure. At the surface of (various designs of) the flow control
devices, the flow is governed by no-slip and no penetration condition for the velocity. The
tangential as well as the normal component of velocity at the wall is zero i.e. 𝐮 = 𝐯 = 𝟎.
The domain walls are set to slip boundary condition which means that for a vector field,
normal component is zero while the tangential component is set to zeroGradient.
In all of the simulations, the velocity throughout the volume of the domain was
initialized by the velocity at centerline of the disks (= 10m/s). All other variables like
pressure and viscosity were initialized by using their inlet values.

3.6 Turbulence Model
The SST k-ω turbulence model [21], which is a two equation eddy viscosity model,
was used to solve for the turbulent eddy viscosity in our simulations. The shear stress
transport (SST) formulation combines the better of two worlds. The use of a k-ω
formulation in the inner parts of the boundary layer makes the model directly usable all the
way down to the wall through the viscous sub-layer. The SST formulation also switches to
a k-ε behavior in the free-stream and thereby avoids the common k-ω problem that the
model is too sensitive to the inlet free-stream turbulence properties. The SST k-ω model is
implemented in OpenFOAM.
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As we know that resolving a viscous sub-layer of a boundary layer via using
enough grid points is computationally intensive, the wall function approach, which relies
on the universal law of the wall, was used. By the application of wall functions, the need
for generating the mesh with extremely low y + values was avoided, hence preventing the
time step to decrease drastically, thus saving time. Pope (2000) [22] provides great insight
into wall functions and why they are so important.
In OpenFOAM, the wall functions are nothing else than ordinary boundary
conditions that are applied to boundary patches of type wall rather than the usual patch. In
our simulations, the wall functions as applied to the respective fields of SST k-ω turbulence
model are listed in the following table:
Table 1. Wall Functions.
Parameter

Wall Functions

Turbulent Eddy Viscosity, (𝜈𝑡 )

nutUWallFunction

Turbulence Kinetic Energy, (𝑘)

kqRWallFunction

Specific Dissipation Rate, (𝜔)

omegaWallFunction

The working of SST k-ω turbulence model relies on the boundary conditions set
for 𝜈𝑡 , 𝑘, and 𝜔. The following boundary conditions for these fields were set in our
simulations;
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Table 2. Boundary Conditions for turbulence fields.
Boundary Condition
Patch
𝜈𝑡

𝑘

𝜔

inlet

fixedValue

fixedValue

fixedValue

outlet

zeroGradient

zeroGradient

zeroGradient

airfoil

nutUWallFunction

kqRWallFunction

omegaWallFunction

zeroGradient

zeroGradient

domain_walls zeroGradient

3.7 Parallelization and Post-Processing

All the simulations were run in parallel either on the MGHPCC supercomputing
facility in Holyoke or TACC’s Stampede. The whole domain was decomposed into 16, 32
or 48 sub-domains and one processor was assigned to each sub-domain. ParaView postprocessor was used to analyze the results obtained from simulations. It comes with the
OpenFOAM package and can be accessed via a post processing module called paraFoam.
Parallelization has an important effect on the post processing, in a sense that all the data
containing the updated fields from all the individual processing units has to be
reconstructed into a complete domain onto one single processor, so that the whole domain
is analyzed at once using ParaView.
Apart from this, we have also written a utility which calculates the averaged
streamwise velocity and the axial forcing across the actuator discs. We compared the
averages as calculated by this utility to those reported by the hard coded, built in utilities
in the OpenFOAM. The results of both of these were matching up to the fourth decimal
place.
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CHAPTER 4
CASE GEOMETRY & AERODYNAMICS
In this chapter, the geometrical details as well as the aerodynamic nature of the flow
control devices designed in this project is also expounded.

4.1 NACA 2412 Airfoil

All the designs discussed in this work are basically derived from a simple airfoil
profile. The airfoil profile used to generate the designs is that of NACA 2412 as shown in
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. NACA 2412 profile used for designs.
The chord length of all the designs is approximately 10m and the maximum
thickness at 30% of the chord from the leading edge is maintained nearly around 1-1.2m
which translates to 10-12% of the chord length.

4.1.1 Stalling Characteristics

A stall is a condition in aerodynamics wherein the angle of attack increases beyond
a certain point such that the lift begins to decrease [23]. The angle between the incoming
flow and the chord of the airfoil at which this occurs is called the critical angle of attack.
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This critical angle depends largely upon the profile of the airfoil and many other factors
like aspect ratio of the airfoil. For most of the subsonic airfoils, it lies in the range of 8 to
20 degrees relative to the incoming flow. It is to be noted that at the critical angle of attack,
maximum lift coefficient occurs on the lift coefficient versus angle-of-attack curve.
As angle of attack increases, the separated regions on the top of the airfoil which
are initially inconsequential, increase in size and tend to affect the lift generating capacity
of the airfoil considerably. At the critical angle of attack, separated flow becomes a
dominant factor and any further increase in the angle of attack leads to loss in lift and incurs
more drag.
The problem of separation is of much importance in design of the flow control
devices in our work. As lift is directly correlated with the magnitude of downwash an airfoil
can create, our focus has been on optimizing the design configurations for the angle of
attack which maximizes the lift.
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Figure 4.2. Stalling characteristics of NACA 2412 airfoil at Re = 106.
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From Figure 4.2, it is clear that at Reynolds numbers relevant to our simulations,
NACA 2412 airfoil stalls at an angle of 15º. The flow field around the actuator disk is an
expanding streamtube which means that the incoming wind is incident upon the leading
edge of an airfoil, at different angles depending upon where the airfoil is located. If the
airfoil is located above the horizontal mid-plane of the rotor, the flow comes in at larger
angle of attack, by a few degrees, as compared to the flow unaltered by the presence of
rotor. Similarly, if the airfoil is located below the horizontal mid-plane of the rotor, the
angle of attack is slightly relaxed by a few degrees as compared to the flow unaltered by
the presence of rotor. This allows the parts of the device, lying above and below the
horizontal mid-plane of the rotor, to be at different angles of attack. To prevent stalling,
the ones lying above had to be placed at an angle of attack of 13º (<15 º). The ones lying
below didn’t stall until the angle of attack was increased to 17º. It is evident from this
discussion that the upper parts of the flow control devices lose a portion of their downwash
(lift) generating capacity as they have to be operated at angles of attack slightly less than
their normal stall angles. Likewise, the lower parts gain on the angles of attack by a few
degrees translating to a gain in the downwash (lift) generating capacity.

4.2 Device Geometry

Before presenting the results of our simulations, it is fair to discuss the geometric
and aerodynamic aspects of our proposed designs. In this section, a case by case analysis
of all of our designs is presented. The labeling of the cases that are assigned here will be
carried and used throughout the thesis.
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4.2.1 Design 1 Geometry

This is the most basic design out of all. In this case, a NACA 2412 airfoil having a
span of 50m and a chord of 10m is placed 5m above disk-1 at 13° angle of attack, as shown
in Figure 4.3.
50m
5m

Airfoil
R25m

Actuator Disk-1
(Upstream)

(a) Front view of Design 1.

(b) Side view of Design 1.

50m

(c) Top view of Design 1.

(d) 3D view of Design 1.

Figure 4.3. Design 1 geometry.
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4.2.2 Design 2 Geometry

In this case, a NACA 2412 airfoil having a span of 50m and a chord of 10m is
placed 5m below disk-1 at 17° angle of attack, as shown in Figure 4.4.

R25m

Actuator Disk-1
(Upstream)

Airfoil

5m

50m

(a) Front view of Design 2.

(b) Side view of Design 2.

50m

(c) Top view of Design 2.

(d) 3D view of Design 2.

Figure 4.4. Design 2 geometry.
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4.2.3 Design 3 Geometry

In this case, two NACA 2412 airfoils having a span of 50m and a chord of 10m are
placed 5m above and below disk-1 at 13° and 17° angle of attack respectively. See Figure
4.5.
50m
5m

Airfoil
R25m

Actuator Disk-1
(Upstream)
Airfoil

5m

(a) Front view of Design 3.

(b) Side view of Design 3.

50m

(c) Top view of Design 3.

(d) 3D view of Design 3.

Figure 4.5. Design 3 geometry.
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4.2.4 Design 4 Geometry

In this case, two NACA 2412 airfoils having a span of 50m and a chord of 10m are
placed 5m on either sides of disk-1 at 17° angle of attack. See Figure 4.6.

Airfoil

Airfoil

R25m

50m

50m
Actuator Disk-1
(Upstream)

(a) Front view of Design 4.

(b) Side view of Design 4.

5m

5m

(c) Top view of Design 4.

(d) 3D view of Design 4.

Figure 4.6. Design 4 geometry.
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4.2.5 Design 5 Geometry

In this case, two NACA 2412 airfoils having span of 50m and chord of 10m are
placed at 13° above disk-1. As evident from Figure 4.7, the airfoils are placed such that the
arrangement improves the magnitude of total downwash generated.
10m
50m
Airfoils

10m

15m
5m
R25m

Actuator Disk-1
(Upstream)

(a) Front view of Design 5.

(b) Side view of Design 5.

50m

10m

10m

(c) Top view of Design 5.

(d) 3D view of Design 5.

Figure 4.7. Design 5 geometry.
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4.2.6 Design 6 Geometry

In this case, three NACA 2412 airfoils having span of 50m and chord of 10m are
placed at 13°, 13° and 15° angle of attack, 30m behind disk-1. The airfoils are separated
by 10m from each other. As evident from Figure 4.8, the airfoils are placed such that the
arrangement deflects the wake from the upstream turbine downwards.
50m
R25m

Airfoils

18m

30m

10m
10m

Actuator Disk-1
(Upstream)

(a) Front view of Design 6.

(b) Side view of Design 6.

30m

(c) Top view of Design 6.

(d) 3D view of Design 6.

Figure 4.8. Design 6 geometry.
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4.2.7 Design 7 Geometry
This device consists of a curved airfoil placed above disk-1. The geometry of this
device is generated by driving the NACA 2412 profile along an arc of radius 30m, length
50m and subtending a central angle of 95° (approx) at the center of disk-1. The angle of
attack is maintained at 13° everywhere along the device. Refer Figure 4.9.
Curved
airfoil
R30m
95°
R25m

Actuator Disk-1
(Upstream)

(a) Front view of Design 7.

(b) Side view of Design 7.

(c) Top view of Design 7.

(d) 3D view of Design 7.

Figure 4.9. Design 7 geometry.
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4.2.8 Design 8 Geometry
This design consists of a curved device placed below disk-1. The geometry is
generated by driving the NACA 2412 profile along a semi-circular arc of radius 30m. As
the whole device lies below the horizontal mid-plane of the rotor, the angle of attack has
been relaxed to 17° everywhere along the device. Refer Figure 4.10 for details.

R25m

R30m
Actuator Disk-1
(Upstream)
Curved
airfoil

(a) Front view of Design 8.

(b) Side view of Design 8.

(c) Top view of Design 8.

(d) 3D view of Design 8.

Figure 4.10. Design 8 geometry.
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4.2.9 Design 9 Geometry

This device is a combination of design 7 and design 8. Refer Figure 4.11.

Curved
airfoil
R30m
R25m
R30m
Actuator Disk-1
(Upstream)
Curved
airfoil

(a) Front view of Design 9.

(b) Side view of Design 9.

(c) Top view of Design 9.

(d) 3D view of Design 9.

Figure 4.11. Design 9 geometry.
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4.2.10 Design 10 Geometry

This design is a modification over design 10. The upper and lower curved airfoils
are joined together to form a closed ring-like device around the rotor. For its resemblance
to a ring, it has been given the name “Wind Ring”. Refer Figure 4.12.

Curved
airfoil
R30m
R25m
R30m
Actuator Disk-1
(Upstream)
Curved
airfoil

(a) Front view of Design 10.

(b) Side view of Design 10.

(c) Top view of Design 10.

(d) 3D view of Design 10.

Figure 4.12. Design 10 geometry.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, we present results from the RANS simulations of wind turbines,
modelled as actuator discs, with and without the presence of airfoil-shaped flow control
devices. The domain size is varied for two different sets of simulations which correspond
to two different inter-turbine spacings, viz., 3 diameters and 6 diameters (§3.1).
Furthermore, two subsets of simulations corresponding to two different values of Cp (0.45
and 0.50) are run for the set of 3 diameter inter-turbine spacing, followed by the simulations
run for the set of 6 diameter inter-turbine spacing at the Cp of 0.50 (§ 2.1.4). The turbine
size is kept constant throughout all the aforementioned cases and the actuator disks are
imparted induction in axial direction only. From here onward and throughout the whole
text, the cases run with the Actuator Disk Model with only axial induction will be referred
to as AD-(a), where AD stands for Actuator Disk and the lower case ‘a’ in parenthesis
represents axial forcing only.
To test whether the effect of wake rotation would affect the results considerably,
we evaluated some cases with the tangential induction imparted to the rotors (§3.3.1).
Subsequently, the results derived for the cases with wake rotation are presented for both
the inter-turbine spacings at the Cp of 0.50. These cases would be referred to as AD-(t) in
short everywhere in the text. The lower case ‘t’ in parenthesis stands for the tangential
component of forcing added to impart rotation to the wake.
For the sake of clarity, the structure and labelling of the different sets of simulations
are summarized as follows;
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Table 3. Structure and labelling of simulation sets.

Non-

Simulation Set

Inter-turbine Spacing

Cp

(AD-(a))-I

3D

0.45

(AD-(a))-II

3D

0.50

(AD-(a))-III

6D

0.50

(AD-(t))-I

3D

0.50

(AD-(t))-II

6D

0.50

Rotating
Wake

Rotating
Wake

In all the simulations, the wake flow behind the upstream turbine (incident upon
the plane of downstream rotor) is of interest. The key statistics used to quantify the
performance (wake displacement and velocity recovery potential) of the devices are the
dimensionless velocity deficit measured with respect to the wind speed at the inlet plane of
upstream turbine and normalized streamwise velocity at the plane of downstream rotor. As
the devices are located in the vicinity of the upstream rotor, it is important to note that their
presence is felt by the upstream rotor via a modified pressure coefficient at the rotor exit
plane. In some of the cases, the pressure coefficients at the exit plane of the upstream
turbine augmented with these devices become more negative, which in turn increases the
mass flow rate of air passing through it, thereby also increasing the leading turbine’s
efficiency slightly. A brief quantification of the pressure coefficients at the exit plane of
leading turbine is also considered in the analysis.
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All the simulations are examined for the computational time of 2-3 flow-through
passes through the domain. At that point in time, the residuals of all the parameters seem
to satisfy their tolerances and the solution converges. The initial, boundary conditions and
the solver settings are kept same throughout all the simulations. See Appendices A-E.

5.1 Case Setups

In this section, a brief diagrammatic representation of the cases for both interturbine spacings of 3 and 6 diameters are presented. The labelling of the cases in this
section would be carried forward while discussing results.

5.1.1 Cases with 3 Diameters Inter-Turbine Spacing

In these cases, a flow domain comprises of two actuator disks which are separated
by 3 rotor diameters. The array is simulated together with different flow control devices
with a turbulent ABL (§2.1.1) as inlet to the domain.
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5.1.1.1 Base Case-3D
In this case, an array comprising of two actuator disks, separated by three rotor
diameters, without the aid of any flow control device is simulated. Refer Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Schematic representation of Base Case-3D.
5.1.1.2 Case 3D-1
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 1 (§4.2.1) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 3 diameters. See Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Schematic representation of Case 3D-1.
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5.1.1.3 Case 3D-2
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 2 (§4.2.2) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 3 diameters. See Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3. Schematic representation of Case 3D-2.
5.1.1.4 Case 3D-3
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 3 (§4.2.3) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 3 diameters. See Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4. Schematic representation of Case 3D-3.
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5.1.1.5 Case 3D-4
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 4 (§4.2.4) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 3 diameters. See Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5. Schematic representation of Case 3D-4.
5.1.1.6 Case 3D-5
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 5 (§4.2.5) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 3 diameters. See Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6. Schematic representation of Case 3D-5.
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5.1.1.7 Case 3D-6
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 6 (§4.2.6) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 3 diameters. See Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7. Schematic representation of Case 3D-6.
5.1.1.8 Case 3D-7
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 7 (§4.2.7) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 3 diameters. See Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8. Schematic representation of Case 3D-7.
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5.1.1.9 Case 3D-8
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 8 (§4.2.8) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 3 diameters. See Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9. Schematic representation of Case 3D-8.
5.1.1.10 Case 3D-9
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 9 (§4.2.9) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 3 diameters. See Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10. Schematic representation of Case 3D-9.
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5.1.1.11 Case 3D-10
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 10 (§4.2.10) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 3 diameters. See Figure 5.11.

Figure 5.11. Schematic representation of Case 3D-10.

5.1.2 Cases with 6 Diameters Inter-Turbine Spacing
In these cases, a flow domain comprises of two actuator disks which are separated
by 6 rotor diameters. The array is simulated together with different flow control devices
with a turbulent ABL (§2.1.1) as inlet to the domain.
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5.1.2.1 Base Case-6D
In this case, an array comprising of two actuator disks, separated by six rotor
diameters, without the aid of any flow control device is simulated. Refer Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12. Schematic representation of Base Case-6D.
5.1.2.2 Case 6D-1
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 1 (§4.2.1) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 6 diameters. See Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13. Schematic representation of Case 6D-1.
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5.1.2.3 Case 6D-2
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 2 (§4.2.2) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 6 diameters. See Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14. Schematic representation of Case 6D-2.
5.1.2.4 Case 6D-3
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 3 (§4.2.3) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 6 diameters. See Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15. Schematic representation of Case 6D-3.
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5.1.2.5 Case 6D-4
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 4 (§4.2.4) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 6 diameters. See Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.16. Schematic representation of Case 6D-4.
5.1.2.6 Case 6D-5
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 5 (§4.2.5) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 6 diameters. See Figure 5.17.

Figure 5.17. Schematic representation of Case 6D-5.
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5.1.2.7 Case 6D-6
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 6 (§4.2.6) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 6 diameters. See Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18. Schematic representation of Case 6D-6.
5.1.2.8 Case 6D-7
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 7 (§4.2.7) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 6 diameters. See Figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19. Schematic representation of Case 6D-7.
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5.1.2.9 Case 6D-8
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 8 (§4.2.8) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 6 diameters. See Figure 5.20.

Figure 5.20. Schematic representation of Case 6D-8.
5.1.2.10 Case 6D-9
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 9 (§4.2.9) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 6 diameters. See Figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21. Schematic representation of Case 6D-9.
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5.1.2.11 Case 6D-10
In this case, the actuator disk array is augmented with design 10 (§4.2.10) while
keeping the inter-rotor spacing as 6 diameters. See Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22. Schematic representation of Case 6D-10.

5.2 Non-Rotating Wake Simulation Results, AD-(a)

In this section, the results of the simulations with a non-rotating wake (only axial
induction) are presented sequentially for the inter-turbine spacing of 3 and 6 diameters.
Three sets of simulations fall under this category, viz. (AD-(a))-I, (AD-(a))-II and (AD(a))-III. See Table 3 for reference.
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5.2.1 (AD-(a))-I Results

Referring to the structure and labelling of different sets of simulations in Table 3,
the current set comprises of the results of non-rotating wake simulations with 3 diameters
inter-turbine spacing and the coefficient of performance (Cp = 0.45). The results for all the
case setups as described in §5.1.1 are presented.
5.2.1.1 (AD-(a))-I Flow Streamlines
One of the ways to visualize the wake deflection potential of the proposed flow
control devices is to take a look at the generalized flow streamlines on the vertical plane
passing through the centers of both the actuator disks.
It is to be noted that the flow direction in all of these plots is from left to right. The
actuator disks are shown in black. The case numbering follows from §5.1.1.
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(a) Base Case [(AD-(a))-I].

(b) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-1.

(c) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-2.

(d) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-3.

(e) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-4.

(f) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-5.

Figure 5.23 (a)-(f). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(a))-I].
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(g) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-6.

(h) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-7.

(i) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-8.

(j) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-9.

(k) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-10.
Figure 5.23 (a)-(k). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(a))-I].
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5.2.1.2 (AD-(a))-I Streamwise Velocity Contours at Inlet-Plane of Disk-2
Following contours show the streamwise velocity of the set (AD-(a))-I at a vertical
plane just before the inlet of actuator disk-2.
It is to be noted that the streamwise velocity of the unperturbed stream of air at the
elevation of the centers of the disks, Uref = 10m/s, has been used to normalize these plots.
The black dots represent disk center and the dotted circle represents the periphery
of the disk-2. The displacement of the wake with respect to the inlet area of disk-2 is
clearly visible in these plots. The numbering (trailing numeral) of the cases follows from
§5.1.1.

(a) Base Case [(AD-(a))-I].

(b) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-1.

Figure 5.24 (a), (b). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(a))-I].
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(c) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-2.

(d) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-3.

(e) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-4.

(f) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-5.

Figure 5.24 (c)-(f). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(a))-I].
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(g) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-6.

(h) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-7.

(i) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-8.

(j) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-9.

Figure 5.24 (g)-(j). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(a))-I].
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(k) Case [(AD-(a))-I]-10.
Figure 5.24 (a)-(k). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(a))-I].

5.2.1.3 (AD-(a))-I Wake Displacement, Velocity Deficit and Recovery
One of the most suitable ways to quantify the performance of the proposed devices
is to measure their ability to recover the velocity in the wake. Choosing the velocity profile
on the inlet plane of the bare leading turbine as a reference, the velocity deficit on the inlet
plane of the second turbine as a fraction of the velocity at the leading turbine’s inlet plane
has been calculated.
If UD1 and UD2 are the velocity profiles on the inlet plane of upstream turbine and
ΔU

the inlet plane of downstream turbine, then the Fractional Velocity Deficit = U
UD1 −UD2
UD1

D1

=

. The values of Fractional Velocity Deficit calculated in this manner include both

the vertical as well as spanwise effects of the flow as the velocities are averaged over a
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two-dimensional slices before the corresponding turbines. Table 4 shows the Fractional
Velocity Deficit for all the cases. It is referred to as Velocity Deficit Parameter from here
onwards.
Table 4. Performance of designs based on [(AD-(a))-I] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(a))-I]-Base
[(AD-(a))-I]-1
[(AD-(a))-I]-2
[(AD-(a))-I]-3
[(AD-(a))-I]-4
[(AD-(a))-I]-5
[(AD-(a))-I]-6
[(AD-(a))-I]-7
[(AD-(a))-I]-8
[(AD-(a))-I]-9
[(AD-(a))-I]-10

Velocity Deficit Parameter
0.154
0.115
0.143
0.116
0.141
0.114
0.078
0.092
0.112
0.057
0.053

Figure 5.25. Wake Deflection for [(AD-(a))-I].
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In Figure 5.25, the Fractional Velocity Deficit as calculated on a vertical line (on
the inlet plane of the downstream turbine) has been plotted for different cases. It can be
easily visualized from Figure 5.25 that most of the devices shift the curve towards the
bottom tip of the disk, which signifies their potential to deflect the wake out of the way of
second turbine. A negative value in Figure 5.25 indicates that wind speed is higher than
the speed of wind at the inlet plane of leading turbine for that height.
5.2.1.4 A Look at Leading Turbine’s Efficiency for the Set (AD-(a))-I
As discussed in the beginning of this chapter, the presence of the proposed devices
in the vicinity of the upstream turbine may affect it by virtue of a modified pressure
coefficient at the exit plane of the turbine. Recalling from §1.2.2, certain performance
enhancement devices like ‘Diffusers’ and ‘Wind Lenses’ give rise to a decreased pressure
region behind the turbine which helps to draw in more wind thorough the rotor. In the same
way, some of our proposed devices (preferably those which throw the used air down and
sideways), create a more negative pressure coefficient behind the leading turbine. The
pressure coefficient behind the leading turbine becoming more negative in turn leads to
increased mass flow rate through the rotor area, thereby increasing its power output, though
slightly.
The pressure coefficient in a region behind the turbine can generally be defined as;

ℂp =

p − p∞
1 2
2 ρU∞
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where, p is the static pressure behind the turbine at a location discussed ahead, p∞
is the static pressure far upstream (1 atm) and U∞ is the average streamwise velocity of the
air far upstream. Note that, to avoid confusion with coefficient of performance (Cp), double
struck capital “ℂ” has been used to denote coefficient of pressure. Table 5 shows the values
of ℂp calculated for averaged pressure on the plane passing through the trailing edge of the
control devices (~ 3m) behind the leading turbine. Values that are more negative than the
base case indicate an improvement in the performance of the leading turbine (as well as
improvement in the performance of the trailing turbine).

Table 5. Pressure Coefficients behind Disk-1 based on [(AD-(a))-I] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(a))-I]-Base
[(AD-(a))-I]-1
[(AD-(a))-I]-2
[(AD-(a))-I]-3
[(AD-(a))-I]-4
[(AD-(a))-I]-5
[(AD-(a))-I]-6
[(AD-(a))-I]-7
[(AD-(a))-I]-8
[(AD-(a))-I]-9
[(AD-(a))-I]-10

Leading Turbine Pressure Coefficient
−0.133
−0.064
−0.206
−0.142
−0.319
−0.070
−0.127
−0.040
−0.359
−0.245
−0.350
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5.2.2 (AD-(a))-II Results

In this section, the results of the simulations run at a Cp of 0.50 with an inter-turbine
spacing of 3 diameters are presented. See Table 3.
5.2.2.1 (AD-(a))-II Flow Streamlines
The flow streamlines on a vertical plane passing through the centers of two disks
are presented as per the case numbering described in §5.1.1. The un-augmented case is
referred to as the Base Case and the ones with devices are numbered from 1-10. The flow
direction in all the streamline plots is from left to right. Also, the actuator disks are shown
as thick black lines.

(a) Base Case [(AD-(a))-II].

(b) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-1.

(c) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-2.

(d) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-3.

Figure 5.26 (a)-(d). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(a))-II].
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(e) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-4.

(f) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-5.

(g) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-6.

(h) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-7.

(i) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-8.

(j) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-9.

Figure 5.26 (e)-(j). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(a))-II].
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(k) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-10.
Figure 5.26 (a)-(k). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(a))-II].

5.2.2.2 (AD-(a))-II Streamwise Velocity Contours at Inlet-Plane of Disk-2
Following contours show the streamwise velocity of the set (AD-(a))-II at a vertical plane
just before the inlet of actuator disk-2.
It is to be noted that the streamwise velocity of the unperturbed stream of air at the
elevation of the centers of the disks, Uref = 10m/s, has been used to normalize these plots.
The black dots represent disk center and the dotted circle represents the periphery
of the disk-2. The goal of the device is to bring the yellow colored horizontal contour band
through the dotted periphery of disk-2. The displacement of the wake with respect to the
inlet area of disk-2 is clearly visible in these plots. The numbering (trailing numeral) of the
cases follows from §5.1.1.
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(a) Base Case [(AD-(a))-II].

(b) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-1.

(c) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-2.

(d) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-3.

Figure 5.27 (a)-(d). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(a))-II].
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(e) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-4.

(f) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-5.

(g) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-6.

(h) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-7.

Figure 5.27 (e)-(h). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(a))-II].
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(i) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-8.

(j) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-9.

(k) Case [(AD-(a))-II]-10.

Figure 5.27 (a)-(k). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(a))-II].
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Note that Case [(AD-(a))-II]-10 almost has the required horizontal straight yellow
band passing through the disk, so it has fixed the top half of the wake almost perfectly. Its
problem, however, apparently lies in the bottom half where it seems to make the wake
deficit (dark blue) worse than an un-manipulated wake. But if we look at their color legends
carefully, the dark blue in the un-manipulated wake represents a value of around 0.6
whereas the dark blue in Figure 5.27 (k) represents a value of around 0.7. This should clear
the confusion.
5.2.2.3 (AD-(a))-II Wake Displacement, Velocity Deficit and Recovery
On the same lines as discussed in §5.2.1.3, the velocity deficit parameter for the
downstream turbine as a fraction of the velocity on the plane just ahead of upstream turbine
has been calculated.
If UD1 and UD2 are the velocity profiles on the inlet plane of upstream turbine and
the inlet plane of downstream turbine respectively, then the Fractional Velocity Deficit =
ΔU
UD1

=

UD1 −UD2
UD1

. The values of Fractional Velocity Deficit calculated in this manner include

both the vertical as well as spanwise effects of the flow as the velocities are averaged over
a two-dimensional slices before the corresponding turbines. Table 6 shows the Fractional
Velocity Deficit (or Velocity Deficit Parameter) for all the (AD-(a))-II cases. Also, the
wake deflection potential of the devices can be visualized in Figure 5.28, which shows the
fractional velocity deficit plotted over a mid-vertical line at the inlet plane of downstream
turbine.
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Because of the higher efficiency (Cp of 0.5 vs 0.45), the wake in this case is stronger
and produces a larger value in the base case. But even so, Case [(AD-(a))-II]-9 is just
effective, and Case [(AD-(a))-II]-10 is even more effective, at removing this stronger wake.

Table 6. Performance of designs based on [(AD-(a))-II] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(a))-II]-Base
[(AD-(a))-II]-1
[(AD-(a))-II]-2
[(AD-(a))-II]-3
[(AD-(a))-II]-4
[(AD-(a))-II]-5
[(AD-(a))-II]-6
[(AD-(a))-II]-7
[(AD-(a))-II]-8
[(AD-(a))-II]-9
[(AD-(a))-II]-10

Velocity Deficit Parameter
0.218
0.126
0.162
0.129
0.172
0.127
0.093
0.100
0.127
0.066
0.043
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Figure 5.28. Wake Deflection for [(AD-(a))-II].

5.2.2.4 A Look at Leading Turbine’s Efficiency for the Set (AD-(a))-II
Based on the discussion in §5.2.1.4, the modification of pressure in the region
behind disk-1 is of interest to understand how the proposed devices may affect the leading
turbine.
The pressure coefficient at a plane behind the leading turbine can be defined as;

ℂp =

p − p∞
1 2
2 ρU∞
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where, p is the static pressure behind the leading turbine at a plane passing through
the trailing edge of the devices, p∞ is the static pressure far upstream (1 atm) and U∞ is the
average streamwise velocity of the air far upstream. Note that, to avoid confusion with
coefficient of performance (Cp), Double-Struck Capital “ℂ” has been used to denote
coefficient of pressure.
Table 7 shows the values of ℂp calculated for averaged pressure on the plane
passing through the trailing edge of the control devices (~ 3m) behind the leading turbine.
Values that are more negative than the base case indicate an improvement in the
performance of the leading turbine (as well as improvement in the performance of the
trailing turbine).

Table 7. Pressure Coefficients behind Disk-1 based on [(AD-(a))-II] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(a))-II]-Base
[(AD-(a))-II]-1
[(AD-(a))-II]-2
[(AD-(a))-II]-3
[(AD-(a))-II]-4
[(AD-(a))-II]-5
[(AD-(a))-II]-6
[(AD-(a))-II]-7
[(AD-(a))-II]-8
[(AD-(a))-II]-9
[(AD-(a))-II]-10

Leading Turbine Pressure Coefficient
−0.134
−0.080
−0.230
−0.160
−0.308
−0.081
−0.141
−0.056
−0.373
−0.252
−0.279
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5.2.3 (AD-(a))-III Results

In this section, the results of the simulations run at a Cp of 0.50 with an inter-turbine
spacing of 6 diameters are presented. See Table 3.
5.2.3.1 (AD-(a))-III Flow Streamlines
The flow streamlines on a vertical plane passing through the centers of two disks
are presented as per the case numbering described in §5.1.2. The un-augmented case is
referred to as the Base Case and the ones with devices are numbered from 1-10. The flow
direction in all the streamline plots is from left to right (+ y direction). Also, the actuator
disks are shown as thick black lines. The devices are also shaded in black.
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(a) Base Case [(AD-(a))-III].

(b) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-1.

(c) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-2.
Figure 5.29 (a)-(c). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(a))-III].
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(d) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-3.

(e) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-4.

(f) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-5.

Figure 5.29 (d)-(f). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(a))-III].
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(g) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-6.

(h) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-7.

(i) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-8.
Figure 5.29 (g)-(i). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(a))-III].
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(j) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-9.

(k) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-10.
Figure 5.29 (a)-(k). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(a))-III].

5.2.3.2 (AD-(a))-III Streamwise Velocity Contours at Inlet-Plane of Disk-2
Following contours show the streamwise velocity of the set (AD-(a))-III at a
vertical plane just before the inlet of actuator disk-2. It is to be noted that the streamwise
velocity of the unperturbed stream of air at the elevation of the centers of the disks, Uref =
10m/s, has been used to normalize these plots.
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The black dots represent disk center and the dotted circle represents the periphery
of the disk-2. The displacement of the wake with respect to the inlet area of disk-2 is
clearly visible in these plots. The numbering (trailing numeral) of the cases follows from
§5.1.2.

(a) Base Case [(AD-(a))-III].

(b) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-1.

(c) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-2.

(d) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-3.

Figure 5.30 (a)-(d). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(a))-III].
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(e) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-4.

(f) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-5.

(g) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-6.

(h) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-7.

Figure 5.30 (e)-(h). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(a))-III].
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(j) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-9.

(i) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-8.

(j) Case [(AD-(a))-III]-10.

Figure 5.30 (a)-(k). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(a))-III].
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5.2.3.3 (AD-(a))-III Wake Displacement, Velocity Deficit and Recovery
On the same lines as discussed in §5.2.1.3, the velocity deficit on the inlet plane of
downstream turbine as a fraction of the velocity on the inlet plane of upstream turbine has
been calculated.
If UD1 and UD2 are the velocity profiles on the inlet plane of upstream turbine and
ΔU

the inlet plane of downstream turbine, then the Fractional Velocity Deficit = U
UD1 −UD2
UD1

D1

=

. The values of Fractional Velocity Deficit calculated in this manner include both

the vertical as well as spanwise effects of the flow as the velocities are averaged over a
two-dimensional slices before the corresponding turbines. Table 8 shows the Fractional
Velocity Deficit for all the (AD-(a))-III cases. Based on the definition of the velocity deficit
parameter, the positive values represent the fractional decrease in velocity in the wake with
respect to the velocity at the inlet plane of upstream turbine, while as the negative values
as in Cases [(AD-(a))-III]-9,and [(AD-(a))-III]-10 indicate that the average velocities at the
inlet plane of the downstream turbines is greater than the value of average velocity at the
inlet plane of upstream turbine. Thus it can be stated that negative values represent the
enhancement of average velocity in the wake over the average velocity at the inlet plane of
upstream turbine. At this larger inter-turbine spacing of 6 diameters, the designs 9 and 10
can nearly completely remove the upstream wake effect and in turn enhance the velocity
in the wake. Figure 5.31 shows the fractional velocity deficit plotted over a mid-vertical
line at the inlet plane of upstream turbine with respect to the velocity at the inlet plane of
downstream turbine. The deflection of wake towards the bottom tip of the turbine is almost
visible in each case.
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Table 8. Performance of designs based on [(AD-(a))-III] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(a))-III]-Base
[(AD-(a))-III]-1
[(AD-(a))-III]-2
[(AD-(a))-III]-3
[(AD-(a))-III]-4
[(AD-(a))-III]-5
[(AD-(a))-III]-6
[(AD-(a))-III]-7
[(AD-(a))-III]-8
[(AD-(a))-III]-9
[(AD-(a))-III]-10

Velocity Deficit Parameter
0.161
0.082
0.146
0.060
0.135
0.073
0.033
0.063
0.072
−0.016
−0.028

Figure 5.31. Wake Deflection for [(AD-(a))-III].
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5.2.3.4 A Look at Leading Turbine’s Efficiency for the Set (AD-(a))-III
Based on the discussion in §5.2.1.4, the modification of pressure in the region
behind disk-1 is of interest to understand how the proposed devices may affect the leading
turbine.
The pressure coefficient at a plane behind the leading turbine can be defined as;

ℂp =

p − p∞
1 2
2 ρU∞

where, p is the static pressure behind the turbine in the exit plane of the device
(~3m behind the turbine), p∞ is the static pressure far upstream (1 atm) and U∞ is the
average streamwise velocity of the air far upstream.
Note that, to avoid confusion with coefficient of performance (Cp), Double-Struck
Capital “ℂ” has been used to denote coefficient of pressure. Table 9 shows the values of
ℂp calculated for averaged pressure on the plane passing through the trailing edge of the
control devices (~ 3m) behind the leading turbine. Values that are more negative than the
base case indicate an improvement in the performance of the leading turbine (as well as
improvement in the performance of the trailing turbine).
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Table 9. Pressure Coefficients behind Disk-1 based on [(AD-(a))-III] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(a))-III]-Base
[(AD-(a))-III]-1
[(AD-(a))-III]-2
[(AD-(a))-III]-3
[(AD-(a))-III]-4
[(AD-(a))-III]-5
[(AD-(a))-III]-6
[(AD-(a))-III]-7
[(AD-(a))-III]-8
[(AD-(a))-III]-9
[(AD-(a))-III]-10

Leading Turbine Pressure Coefficient
−0.138
−0.080
−0.223
−0.152
−0.301
−0.082
−0.149
−0.071
−0.360
−0.269
−0.271

5.2.4 Discussion on Non-Rotating Wake Simulations

The three sets of simulations namely- (AD-(a))-I, (AD-(a))-II and (AD-(a))-III
described in the previous sections were run without taking into account the rotation of the
wake, as the effects of rotation on the streamwise velocity at distances larger than three
diameters downstream were reported as being negligible by Gomes et al [24].
It can be inferred from the results that all configurations of the devices tend to
smudge, smear and deflect the wake of the upstream turbine. The magnitude of downwash
generated by these devices correlates directly with their ability to deflect the wake. The
streamline plots and the normalized streamwise velocity contours help us in visualizing the
wake deflection potential of the proposed devices.
As compared to the base case, it can be concluded that there is a definite
improvement in the streamwise velocity at the inlet plane of downstream turbine in all of
the simulations. The capacity to recover the velocity in the wake differs for each case
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depending upon the orientation, position and the geometry of the design involved. It was
observed that the ones with more complex geometries (involving more than one part at
carefully selected locations) perform better.
It is important to keep repeating that one of the most suitable ways to
quantify the performance of the proposed devices is to measure their ability to recover the
velocity in the wake. If UD1 and UD2 are the velocity profiles on the inlet plane of disk-1
(upstream turbine) and the inlet plane of disk-2 (downstream turbine) respectively, then the
ΔU

Fractional Velocity Deficit = U

D1

=

UD1 −UD2
UD1

. The values of Fractional Velocity Deficit

calculated in this manner include both the vertical as well as spanwise effects of the flow
as the velocities are averaged over a two-dimensional slices before the corresponding
turbines.
From the Figures 5.25, 5.28 and 5.31, it is evident that most of the devices shift the
fractional velocity deficit curve towards the bottom tip of the disk, which signifies their
potential to deflect the wake out of the way of second turbine. This effect is more visible
in the cases using the designs 9 and 10, followed by design 6. It is inferred from Figures
5.25, 5.28 and 5.31 that the devices work better at 6 diameters inter-turbine spacing.
Tables 4, 6 and 8 show the values of the velocity deficit parameter at different Cp
and the inter-turbine spacing. Based on the definition of the velocity deficit parameter, its
positive value represents the velocity deficit in the wake. The smaller the value, the more
efficient the design. A value of zero in Tables 4, 6 and 8 would mean the complete recovery
of wake with respect to the wind speed at upstream turbine. If the velocity deficit parameter
is negative (as in [(AD-(a))-III]-9 and [(AD-(a))-III]-10), then we can say that the
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magnitude of that negative number represents the enhancement in the velocity of the wake
over the velocity of the wind at the inlet plane of upstream turbine. Hence the velocity
deficit parameter signifies the capability of the devices to improve the streamwise velocity
in the wake, or in other words, to mitigate the velocity deficit. Out of all the proposed
devices, designs 9 and 10 seem to work very well as implied by their low values of the
velocity deficit parameter for 3 diameters inter-turbine spacing. For the inter-turbine
spacing of 6 diameters, designs 9 and 10 recover and also enhance the velocity in wake
(evident from their negative values). Furthermore, design 6 is also seen as a promising
candidate apart from 3, 5 and 7 which also do well when the inter-turbine spacing is
increased to six diameters.
Let’s shift our focus to the leading turbine for a moment. As mentioned before at
several places, the presence of the proposed devices in the vicinity of the upstream turbine
was observed to affect the pressure coefficient in the region behind the turbine. While
discussing the performance enhancement of individual turbines in §1.2.2, it was explained
that the working principle which the devices like ‘Diffusers’ and ‘Wind Lenses’ are based
on, is simply to create a decreased pressure region behind the turbine which would help to
draw in more wind thorough the rotor area. Along the same line of thought, some of our
proposed devices preferably those which throw the used air down and sideways act like
diffusers to some extent. As tabulated in Tables 5, 7 and 9, the pressure coefficients behind
the leading turbine for some of the designs simulated under different conditions were
observed to be more negative than a bare turbine (base case). Out of those, designs 4, 8, 9
and 10 have the most negative pressure coefficients; nearly 2-3 times more negative than
a bare turbine. These designs therefore increase the performance of both turbines, not just
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the downstream one. Design 6 has the problem that it decreases the leading turbine
performance somewhat.

5.3 Rotating Wake Simulation Results, AD-(t)

In this section, the results of the simulations with a rotating wake are presented
sequentially for the inter-turbine spacing of 3 and 6 diameters. Two sets of simulations fall
under this category, viz. (AD-(t))-I and (AD-(t))-II. See Table 3 for reference.

5.3.1 (AD-(t))-I Results

In this section, the results of the simulations run at a Cp of 0.50 with an inter-turbine
spacing of 3 diameters are presented. Refer Table 3. It is to be noted that the tangential
induction has been added to the actuator disks to impart rotation to the wake.
5.3.1.1 (AD-(t))-I Flow Streamlines
The flow streamlines on a vertical plane passing through the centers of two disks
are presented as per the case numbering described in §5.1.1. The un-augmented case is
referred to as the Base Case and the ones with devices are numbered from 1-10. The flow
direction in all the streamline plots is from left to right. The plots have been tilted by a little
amount in order to clearly show the rotated – out of plane streamlines. Also, the actuator
disks are shown as thick black lines.
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(a) Base Case [(AD-(t))-I].

(b) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-1.

(c) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-2.

(d) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-3.

(e) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-4.

(f) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-5.

Figure 5.32 (a)-(f). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(t))-I].
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(g) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-6.

(h) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-7.

(i) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-8.

(j) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-9.

(k) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-10.
Figure 5.32 (a)-(k). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(t))-I].
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5.3.1.2 (AD-(t))-I Streamwise Velocity Contours at Inlet-Plane of Disk-2
Following contours show the streamwise velocity of the set (AD-(t))-I at a vertical plane
just before the inlet plane of actuator disk-2.
It is to be noted that the streamwise velocity of the unperturbed stream of air at the
elevation of the centers of the disks, Uref = 10m/s, has been used to normalize these plots.
The black dots represent disk center and the dotted circle represents the periphery
of the disk-2. The displacement of the wake with respect to the inlet area of disk-2 is
clearly visible in these plots. The numbering (trailing numeral) of the cases follows from
§5.1.1.

(a) Base Case [(AD-(t))-I].

(b) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-1.

Figure 5.33 (a), (b). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(t))-I].
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(c) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-2.

(d) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-3.

(e) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-4.

(f) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-5.

Figure 5.33 (c)-(f). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(t))-I].
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(g) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-6.

(h) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-7.

(j) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-9.

Figure 5.33 (g)-(j). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(t))-I].
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(i) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-8.(k) Case [(AD-(t))-I]-10.

Figure 5.33 (a)-(k). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(t))-I].

5.3.1.3 (AD-(t))-I Wake Displacement, Velocity Deficit and Recovery
On the same lines as discussed in §5.2.1.3, the velocity deficit at the inlet plane of
the downstream turbine as a fraction of the average wind speed at the inlet plane of
upstream turbine has been calculated.
If UD1 and UD2 are the velocity profiles on the inlet plane of upstream turbine and
the inlet plane of downstream turbine respectively, then the Fractional Velocity Deficit =
ΔU
UD1

=

UD1 −UD2
UD1

. The values of Fractional Velocity Deficit calculated in this manner include

both the vertical as well as spanwise effects of the flow as the velocities are averaged over
a two-dimensional slices before the corresponding turbines. Table 10 shows the Fractional
Velocity Deficit for all the cases.
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Please note that the Fractional (Dimensionless) Velocity Deficit curve is often
termed as Velocity Deficit Parameter at some places in the text/tables.

Table 10. Performance of designs based on [(AD-(t))-I] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(t))-I]-Base
[(AD-(t))-I]-1
[(AD-(t))-I]-2
[(AD-(t))-I]-3
[(AD-(t))-I]-4
[(AD-(t))-I]-5
[(AD-(t))-I]-6
[(AD-(t))-I]-7
[(AD-(t))-I]-8
[(AD-(t))-I]-9
[(AD-(t))-I]-10

Velocity Deficit Parameter
0.215
0.132
0.162
0.128
0.163
0.126
0.093
0.100
0.129
0.067
0.043
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Figure 5.34. Wake Deflection for [(AD-(t))-I].
5.3.1.4 A Look at Leading Turbine’s Efficiency for the Set (AD-(t))-I
Based on the discussion in §5.2.1.4, the modification of pressure in the region
behind disk-1 is of interest to understand how the proposed devices may affect the leading
turbine.
Recalling that the pressure coefficient can be defined as;

ℂp =

p − p∞
1 2
2 ρU∞
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where, p is the static pressure behind the turbine on a plane passing through the
trailing edge of the device (~3m behind the leading turbine), p∞ is the static pressure far
upstream (1 atm) and U∞ is the average streamwise velocity of the air far upstream.
Note that, to avoid confusion with coefficient of performance (Cp), Double-Struck
Capital “ℂ” has been used to denote coefficient of pressure.

Table 11. Pressure Coefficients behind Disk-1 based on [(AD-(t))-I] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(t))-I]-Base
[(AD-(t))-I]-1
[(AD-(t))-I]-2
[(AD-(t))-I]-3
[(AD-(t))-I]-4
[(AD-(t))-I]-5
[(AD-(t))-I]-6
[(AD-(t))-I]-7
[(AD-(t))-I]-8
[(AD-(t))-I]-9
[(AD-(t))-I]-10

Leading Turbine Pressure Coefficient
−0.133
−0.097
−0.227
−0.163
−0.326
−0.084
−0.149
−0.058
−0.371
−0.262
−0.280

5.3.2 (AD-(t))-II Results

In this section, the results of the simulations run at a Cp of 0.50 with an inter-turbine
spacing of 6 diameters are presented. Please note that tangential induction has been
considered in this set of simulations. See Table 3.
5.3.2.1 (AD-(t))-II Flow Streamlines
The flow streamlines on a vertical plane passing through the centers of two disks
are presented as per the case numbering described in §5.1.2. The un-augmented case is
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referred to as the Base Case and the ones with devices are numbered from 1-10. The flow
direction in all the streamline plots is from left to right (+ y direction). Also, the actuator
disks are shown as thick black lines. The devices are also shaded in black. The plots have
been tilted by a little amount in order to clearly show the rotated – out of plane streamlines.

(a) Base Case [(AD-(t))-II].

Figure 5.35 (a). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(t))-II].
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(b) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-1.

(c) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-2.

(d) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-3.
Figure 5.35 (b)-(d). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(t))-II].
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(e) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-4.

(f) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-5.

(g) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-6.
Figure 5.35 (e)-(g). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(t))-II].
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(h) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-8.

(i) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-9.

(j) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-10.

Figure 5.35 (a)-(j). Streamlines on vertical mid-plane for [(AD-(t))-II].
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5.3.2.2 (AD-(t))-II Streamwise Velocity Contours at Inlet-Plane of Disk-2
Following contours show the streamwise velocity of the set (AD-(t))-II at a vertical
plane just before the inlet plane of actuator disk-2. It is to be noted that the streamwise
velocity of the unperturbed stream of air at the elevation of the centers of the disks, Uref =
10m/s, has been used to normalize the velocity in these plots.
The black dots represent disk center and the dotted circle represents the periphery
of the disk-2. The displacement of the wake with respect to the inlet area of disk-2 is
clearly visible in these plots. The numbering (trailing numeral) of the cases follows from
§5.1.2.

(a) Base Case [(AD-(t))-II].

(b) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-1.

Figure 5.36 (a), (b). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(t))-II].
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(c) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-2.

(d) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-3.

(e) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-4.

(f) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-5.

Figure 5.36 (c)-(f). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(t))-II].
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(g) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-6.

(h) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-8.

(i) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-9.

(j) Case [(AD-(t))-II]-10.

Figure 5.36 (a)-(j). Normalized streamwise velocity on a vertical plane
just ahead of disk-2 for [(AD-(t))-II].
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5.3.2.3 (AD-(t))-II Wake Displacement, Velocity Deficit and Recovery
On the same lines as discussed in §5.2.1.3, the velocity deficit at the inlet plane of
the downstream turbine as a fraction of the average wind speed at the inlet plane of
upstream turbine has been calculated.
If UD1 and UD2 are the velocity profiles on the inlet plane of upstream turbine and
the inlet plane of downstream turbine respectively, then the Fractional Velocity Deficit =
ΔU
UD1

=

UD1 −UD2
UD1

. The values of Fractional Velocity Deficit calculated in this manner include

both the vertical as well as spanwise effects of the flow as the velocities are averaged over
a two-dimensional slices before the corresponding turbines. Table 12 shows the Fractional
Velocity Deficit for all [(AD-(t))-II] cases.

Table 12. Performance of designs based on [(AD-(t))-II] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(t))-II]-Base
[(AD-(t))-II]-1
[(AD-(t))-II]-2
[(AD-(t))-II]-3
[(AD-(t))-II]-4
[(AD-(t))-II]-5
[(AD-(t))-II]-6
[(AD-(t))-II]-8
[(AD-(t))-II]-9
[(AD-(t))-II]-10

Velocity Deficit Parameter
0.155
0.077
0.142
0.054
0.127
0.067
0.031
0.076
−0.010
−0.024
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Figure 5.37. Wake Deflection for [(AD-(t))-II].

5.3.2.4 A Look at Leading Turbine’s Efficiency for the Set (AD-(t))-II
As was mentioned at several places in previous sections, the modification of
pressure in the region behind disk-1 is of interest to understand how the proposed devices
may affect the leading turbine. The pressure coefficient ‘ℂp ’ as defined before is presented
for the current set of simulations in Table 13 below;
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Table 13. Pressure Coefficients behind Disk-1 based on [(AD-(t))-II] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(t))-II]-Base
[(AD-(t))-II]-1
[(AD-(t))-II]-2
[(AD-(t))-II]-3
[(AD-(t))-II]-4
[(AD-(t))-II]-5
[(AD-(t))-II]-6
[(AD-(t))-II]-8
[(AD-(t))-II]-9
[(AD-(t))-II]-10

Leading Turbine Pressure Coefficient
−0.137
−0.081
−0.222
−0.156
−0.297
−0.086
−0.157
−0.365
−0.284
−0.273

5.3.3 Discussion on Rotating Wake Simulations

The simulations (AD-(t))-I and (AD-(t))-II were run considering a proper tangential
forcing (§3.3.1) applied to actuator disks to impart rotation to the wake. In the beginning
of this project, it was decided to stress on the Actuator Disk Model without considering
any tangential induction because it was assumed that rotation of the wake would just turn
the deflected wake by some amount without changing the streamwise velocity profile in it
by much. The results for the simulations (AD-(t))-I and (AD-(t))-II validate our
assumption.
It is clear from the streamline plots and normalized velocity contours that the wake
deflection potential of the designs remains unchanged when considering the tangential
forces on the rotors, except for the fact that a rotated-wake is now incident upon the
downstream rotor. As was the case with non-rotating wake simulations, from the Figures
5.34 and 5.37, it is evident that most of the devices shift the fractional velocity deficit curve
towards the bottom tip of the disk, which signifies their potential to deflect the wake out of
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the way of second turbine. Here the devices feed the same profile of streamwise velocity
to the rotor downstream though displaced angularly.
The values of the Velocity Deficit Parameters as tabulated in Tables 10 and 12
follow the same trend as the ones obtained with non-rotating wake simulations. This proves
that the rotation of the wake (as applied to an Actuator Disk Model) has least effect on the
performance of these devices.
Out of all the proposed devices, like in non-rotating wake simulations, designs 9
and 10 seem to work very well as implied by the small values of the velocity deficit
parameter even for a rotating wake. Also for the inter-turbine spacing of 6 diameters with
tangential forcing considered, these devices (designs 9 and 10) are observed to recover all
of the velocity deficit in the wake (evident from their small (3D) and negative (6D) values
of the velocity deficit parameter). It is important to recall that based on our definition of
the velocity deficit parameter, the negative values in Tables 10 and 12 correspond to the
enhancement in the wake velocity over the wind speeds at the inlet plane of upstream
turbine.
The pressure coefficients in the region behind the upstream turbine follow the same
trend as in non-rotating wake simulations. This is expected.

5.4 Power Augmentation

In this section, we discuss the power in the wind flowing into the upstream and
downstream turbines. The power in each case is normalized by the power at respective
turbines in the base case. Denoting the power at disk-1 and disk-2 by PD1 and PD2
respectively; and the power at the respective disks in base case by PB1 and PB2, the
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following tables show the power augmentation for (AD-(a))-I, (AD-(a))-II and (AD-(a))III simulations.
Table 14. Normalized power for [(AD-(a))-I] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(a))-I]-1
[(AD-(a))-I]-2
[(AD-(a))-I]-3
[(AD-(a))-I]-4
[(AD-(a))-I]-5
[(AD-(a))-I]-6
[(AD-(a))-I]-7
[(AD-(a))-I]-8
[(AD-(a))-I]-9
[(AD-(a))-I]-10

PD1/PB1
0.935
1.219
1.138
1.361
0.964
1.002
0.908
1.950
1.758
1.709

PD2/PB2
1.143
1.039
1.142
1.047
1.143
1.293
1.237
1.156
1.385
1.404

P(D1+D2)/P(B1+B2)
1.014
1.151
1.139
1.242
1.032
1.112
1.032
1.650
1.617
1.594

Table 15. Normalized power for [(AD-(a))-II] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(a))-II]-1
[(AD-(a))-II]-2
[(AD-(a))-II]-3
[(AD-(a))-II]-4
[(AD-(a))-II]-5
[(AD-(a))-II]-6
[(AD-(a))-II]-7
[(AD-(a))-II]-8
[(AD-(a))-II]-9
[(AD-(a))-II]-10

PD1/PB1
0.945
1.228
1.156
1.416
0.977
1.016
0.921
1.942
1.741
1.775

PD2/PB2
1.394
1.231
1.383
1.188
1.396
1.558
1.523
1.389
1.706
1.835

P(D1+D2)/P(B1+B2)
1.090
1.228
1.229
1.342
1.113
1.191
1.116
1.763
1.729
1.795

Table 16. Normalized power for [(AD-(a))-III] simulations.
Case
[(AD-(a))-III]-1
[(AD-(a))-III]-2
[(AD-(a))-III]-3
[(AD-(a))-III]-4
[(AD-(a))-III]-5
[(AD-(a))-III]-6
[(AD-(a))-III]-7
[(AD-(a))-III]-8
[(AD-(a))-III]-9
[(AD-(a))-III]-10

PD1/PB1
0.923
1.194
1.111
1.380
0.958
0.993
0.902
1.803
1.650
1.715

PD2/PB2
1.308
1.053
1.404
1.095
1.346
1.529
1.390
1.352
1.777
1.840
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P(D1+D2)/P(B1+B2)
1.066
1.142
1.219
1.274
1.102
1.192
1.083
1.636
1.697
1.762

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Summary

In this thesis, we have discussed a novel approach to counter the deficiency of
energy in the wind turbine wakes. The working principle of the methods and devices
proposed in this work, pivots around their ability to recover the velocity and to displace the
wake of the upstream turbine out of the way of downstream turbine. To ensure the least
drag and energy loss on the proposed devices, we have based our designs on a simple airfoil
profile.
The results presented in this thesis are derived from the RANS simulations of the
flow around two wind turbines placed in a turbulent atmospheric boundary layer We have
adopted k𝜔-SST turbulence model for the closure of the RANS equations. The modeling
of the wind turbines was carried out by using one of the simplest models to simulate the
wind turbine wake namely the Actuator Disk Model which adds a source of forcing (drag)
opposite to the flow within the surface swept by the blades.
The performance of the proposed devices depends on their orientation, position
around the leading turbine and their geometry. Many of the proposed devices contain two
parts- the one which is placed below the actuator disk to deflect the stale air in the lower
layers of the ABL downwards and sideways, and the one which is placed above the actuator
disk to grab faster air from the upper layers of ABL.
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From the simulation results, it was shown that the designs 9 and 10 are the most
effective followed by designs 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7 which perform moderately well. The designs
2, 4 and 8- which consist of the airfoils oriented to throw the wake out of the way of
downstream turbine, did fulfil their purpose. The reader might not agree with this, owing
to relatively large values of velocity deficit parameter for these designs (2, 4 and 8) for 3
diameters inter-turbine spacing. The reason behind their poor wake velocity recovery is
that there is no guiding to the air surrounding the wake in these designs unlike the designs
9 and 10, for example, which consist of upper parts to guide the faster air down into the
wake once the wake is deflected by the lower part. The lack of control over the surrounding
flow makes the wake in designs 2, 4 and 8 prone to the entrainment of slower air from the
sides which results in their less efficient velocity recovery in the wake. Across the sets of
simulations run at 6 diameters inter-turbine spacing ((AD-(a))-III, and (AD-(t))-II,),
designs 9 and 10 have shown the ability to not only to recover almost all of the velocity
deficit in the wake but also to enhance the average wake velocity with respect to the wind
speed at the inlet plane of upstream turbine.
Furthermore, many of the designs consisting of the parts oriented below and around
the lower semi-circular region of the actuator disk, apart from deflecting the wake, generate
more negative pressure coefficients in the region just behind the leading turbine. This could
also result in more mass flow rate through the rotor area and a corresponding increase in
the power generated. It is to be noted that the exit plane of the devices (passing through
their trailing edge) has been used to integrate the pressure coefficients for all the cases.
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6.2 Scope for Further Studies

Though the Actuator Disk Model is an attractive modeling technique used to model
a wind turbine as region of drag, it can still face some limitations in trying to reproduce the
realistic wind turbine wake. One of the most commonly used and more accurate predictor
of wind turbine wakes is the Blade Element Momentum Theory. We have not used the
Blade Element Momentum Theory (BEM) which takes into account the rotational effect of
the blades on the wake and their aerodynamic features. The reason for undertaking such a
simplistic approach is the fact that the wakes of the actuator disks are indistinguishable
from the actual wind turbine wakes after 3 diameters downstream of the rotor disk [26].
We do not totally disregard the application of BEM model to our simulations for the fact
that it is difficult to determine the errors due to absence of the blades. Such few
discrepancies might be related to turbulence and vorticity generated by the blades. Thus, a
BEM approach applied to our simulations will always be a goal worth pursuing.
Conducting a laboratory test on any one of these designs might also be helpful to
gain insight into the proposed method of wake deflection and velocity recovery. Instead of
using a real turbine, a porous mesh could also be used to reproduce a realistic wind turbine
wake in a wind tunnel. The results from such an experiment could also be used to validate
the results that we have presented in this thesis. The working of the proposed devices could
also be studied for varying wind directions.
Also, the choice of the RANS solution approach that we have adopted in our
simulations is directly related to the fact that any other approach like LES is not practical
enough to be employed to simulate a domain as big as a row of wind turbines. Though the
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LES approach may furnish better quality results, the computational times would be
extremely long.
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APPENDIX A
INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
(a) Velocity (U)
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*---------------------------------*\
| =========
|
|
| \\
/ F ield
| OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox
|
| \\
/
O peration
| Version: 3.0.1
|
|
\\ /
A nd
| Web:
www.OpenFOAM.org
|
|
\\/
M anipulation |
|
\*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
version
2.0;
format
ascii;
class
volVectorField;
location
"0";
object
U;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * //
dimensions

[0 1 -1 0 0 0 0];

internalField

uniform (0 10 0);

boundaryField
{
// #include "include/ABLConditions"
INLET
{
// #include "include/ABLConditions"
type
atmBoundaryLayerInletVelocity;
Uref
11.5;
Href
200;
n
(0 1 0);
z
(0 0 1);
z0
0.1;
value
(0 10 0);
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zGround

-75;

}
AIRFOIL
{
type
value

fixedValue;
uniform (0 0 0);

}
OUTLET
{
type
}
CHANNEL_WALLS
{
type
}

zeroGradient;

slip;

}
//
***********************************************************************
** //

(b) Pressure (p)
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*---------------------------------*\
| =========
|
|
| \\
/ F ield
| OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox
|
| \\
/
O peration
| Version: 3.0.1
|
|
\\ /
A nd
| Web:
www.OpenFOAM.org
|
|
\\/
M anipulation |
|
\*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
version
2.0;
format
ascii;
class
volScalarField;
location
"0";
object
p;
}
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// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * //
dimensions

[0 2 -2 0 0 0 0];

internalField

uniform 0;

boundaryField
{
INLET
{
type
}
OUTLET
{
type
value
}
CHANNEL_WALLS
{
type
}
AIRFOIL
{
type
}
}

zeroGradient;

fixedValue;
uniform 0;

zeroGradient;

zeroGradient;

//
***********************************************************************
** //

(c) Dissipation Rate, (𝝎)
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*---------------------------------*\
| =========
|
|
| \\
/ F ield
| OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox
|
| \\
/
O peration
| Version: 2.2.2
|
|
\\ /
A nd
| Web:
www.OpenFOAM.org
|
|
\\/
M anipulation |
|
\*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
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version
format
class
location
object

2.0;
ascii;
volScalarField;
"0";
omega;

}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * //
dimensions

[ 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 ];

internalField

uniform 0;

boundaryField
{
OUTLET
{
type
}
INLET
{
type
value
}
AIRFOIL
{
type
value
}
CHANNEL_WALLS
{
type
}

zeroGradient;

fixedValue;
uniform 200;

omegaWallFunction;
uniform 0;

zeroGradient;

}

//
***********************************************************************
** //

(d) Eddy Viscosity (𝝂𝑻 )
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*---------------------------------*\
| =========
|
|
| \\
/ F ield
| OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox
|
| \\
/
O peration
| Version: 2.2.2
|
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|
\\ /
A nd
| Web:
www.OpenFOAM.org
|
|
\\/
M anipulation |
|
\*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
version
2.0;
format
ascii;
class
volScalarField;
object
nut;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * //
dimensions

[0 2 -1 0 0 0 0];

internalField

uniform 5e-03;

boundaryField
{
INLET
{
type
value
}
OUTLET
{
type
}
CHANNEL_WALLS
{
type
}
AIRFOIL
{
type
value
}

fixedValue;
uniform 5e-03;

zeroGradient;

zeroGradient;

nutUWallFunction;
uniform 0;

}

//
***********************************************************************
** //
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(e) Turbulent Kinetic Energy (k)
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*---------------------------------*\
| =========
|
|
| \\
/ F ield
| OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox
|
| \\
/
O peration
| Version: 2.2.2
|
|
\\ /
A nd
| Web:
www.OpenFOAM.org
|
|
\\/
M anipulation |
|
\*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
version
2.0;
format
ascii;
class
volScalarField;
object
k;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * //

dimensions

[0 2 -2 0 0 0 0];

internalField

uniform 0.0;//uniform $turbulentKE;

boundaryField
{
INLET
{
type
value
}
OUTLET
{
type

fixedValue;
uniform 1.0;

zeroGradient;

}
AIRFOIL
{
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type
value

kqRWallFunction;
uniform 0.0;

}
CHANNEL_WALLS
{
type
}

zeroGradient;

}
//
***********************************************************************
** //
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APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL SCHEMES
/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*---------------------------------*\
| =========
|
|
| \\
/ F ield
| OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox
|
| \\
/
O peration
| Version: 2.1.x
|
|
\\ /
A nd
| Web:
www.OpenFOAM.org
|
|
\\/
M anipulation |
|
\*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
version
2.0;
format
ascii;
class
dictionary;
location
"system";
object
fvSchemes;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * //
ddtSchemes
{
default
}
gradSchemes
{
default
/*grad(p)
grad(U)
}
divSchemes
{
default
div(phi,U)
div(phi,k)
div(phi,epsilon)
div(phi,R)

Euler; //CrankNicolson 0.9;

cellLimited Gauss linear 1;
Gauss linear;
Gauss linear; */

none;
Gauss
Gauss
Gauss
Gauss

limitedLinearV 1;
limitedLinear 1;
limitedLinear 1;
limitedLinear 1;
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div(R)
Gauss linear;
div(phi,nuTilda) Gauss limitedLinear 1;
div((nuEff*dev(T(grad(U))))) Gauss linear;
div((nuEff*dev2(T(grad(U))))) Gauss linear;
div(phi,omega)
Gauss limitedLinear 1;
}
laplacianSchemes
{
default
none;
laplacian(nuEff,U) Gauss linear corrected;
laplacian((1|A(U)),p) Gauss linear corrected;
laplacian(DkEff,k) Gauss linear corrected;
laplacian(DepsilonEff,epsilon) Gauss linear corrected;
laplacian(DREff,R) Gauss linear corrected;
laplacian(DnuTildaEff,nuTilda) Gauss linear corrected;
laplacian(rAUf,p) Gauss linear corrected;
laplacian(DomegaEff,omega) Gauss linear corrected;
}
interpolationSchemes
{
default
linear;
interpolate(U) linear;
}
snGradSchemes
{
default
}
fluxRequired
{
default
p
}

corrected;

no;
;

//
***********************************************************************
** //
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APPENDIX C
SOLVER: NON-ROTATING WAKE
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*\
=========
|
\\
/ F ield
| OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox
\\
/
O peration
|
\\ /
A nd
| Copyright (C) 2011-2013 OpenFOAM
Foundation
\\/
M anipulation |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------License
This file is part of OpenFOAM.
OpenFOAM is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
OpenFOAM is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT
ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY
or
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public
License
for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with OpenFOAM. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
Application
pimpleForceFoam
Description
Large time-step transient solver for incompressible, flow using the
PIMPLE
(merged PISO-SIMPLE) algorithm.
\*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include
#include
#include
#include

"fvCFD.H"
"singlePhaseTransportModel.H"
"turbulenceModel.H"
"pimpleControl.H"
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#include
#include
#include
#include

"fvIOoptionList.H"
"IOporosityModelList.H"
"IOMRFZoneList.H"
"cellZone.H"

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * //
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
#include "setRootCase.H"
#include "createTime.H"
#include "createMesh.H"
#include "createFields.H"
#include "createFvOptions.H"
#include "initContinuityErrs.H"
label DISK1Cell = mesh.cellZones().findZoneID("DISK1Cell");
const labelList& Disk1cells = mesh.cellZones()[DISK1Cell];
label DISK2Cell = mesh.cellZones().findZoneID("DISK2Cell");
const labelList& Disk2cells = mesh.cellZones()[DISK2Cell];
double Vol1 = 0;
forAll(Disk1cells, I_1)
{
Vol1 += mesh.V()[Disk1cells[I_1]];
}
reduce(Vol1,sumOp<scalar>());
double Disk1_Radius = 25;
double Cell1Thickness = (3.14159)*(Foam::sqr(Disk1_Radius))/Vol1;
Info<< "\nCell1 Thickness\n" << Cell1Thickness << endl;
double TransferCoeff1 = 0.3078*Cell1Thickness;
double Vol2 = 0;
forAll(Disk2cells, I_2)
{
Vol2 += mesh.V()[Disk2cells[I_2]];
}
reduce(Vol2,sumOp<scalar>());

double
double
Info<<
double

Disk2_Radius = 25;
Cell2Thickness = (3.14159)*(Foam::sqr(Disk2_Radius))/Vol2;
"\nCell2 Thickness\n" << Cell2Thickness << endl;
TransferCoeff2 = 0.3078*Cell2Thickness;
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pimpleControl pimple(mesh);
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * //
Info<< "\nStarting time loop\n" << endl;
while (runTime.run())
{
#include "readTimeControls.H"
#include "CourantNo.H"
#include "setDeltaT.H"
runTime++;
Info<< "Time = " << runTime.timeName() << nl << endl;
double V1U1 = 0;
double V1F1 = 0;
forAll(Disk1cells, I_1)
{
double Axial1_FY = TransferCoeff1*(U[Disk1cells[I_1]].y())*(U[Disk1cells[I_1]].y());//Foam
::sqr(U[Disk1cells[I_1]].y())/4/Cell1Thickness;
double Fy1 = Axial1_FY;
forcing.internalField()[Disk1cells[I_1]] = vector(0,Fy1,0);
V1U1 += mesh.V()[Disk1cells[I_1]]*U[Disk1cells[I_1]].y();
V1F1 += mesh.V()[Disk1cells[I_1]]*forcing[Disk1cells[I_1]].y();
}
reduce(V1U1,sumOp<scalar>());
double Disk1Flux = V1U1/Vol1;
Info<< "Disk 1 Velocity Flux = Sum(V1U1)/Sum(V1) = " << Disk1Flux
<< nl << endl;
reduce(V1F1,sumOp<scalar>());
double Disk1ForceFlux = V1F1/Vol1;
Info<< "Disk 1 Force Flux = Sum(V1F1)/Sum(V1) = " <<
Disk1ForceFlux << nl << endl;
double V2U2 = 0;
double V2F2 = 0;
forAll(Disk2cells, I_2)
{
double Axial2_FY = TransferCoeff2*(U[Disk2cells[I_2]].y())*(U[Disk2cells[I_2]].y());
double Fy2 = Axial2_FY;
forcing.internalField()[Disk2cells[I_2]] = vector(0,Fy2,0);
V2U2 += mesh.V()[Disk2cells[I_2]]*U[Disk2cells[I_2]].y();
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V2F2 += mesh.V()[Disk2cells[I_2]]*forcing[Disk2cells[I_2]].y();
}
reduce(V2U2,sumOp<scalar>());
double Disk2Flux = V2U2/Vol2;
Info<< "Disk 2 Velocity Flux = Sum(V2U2)/Sum(V2) = " << Disk2Flux
<< nl << endl;
reduce(V2F2,sumOp<scalar>());
double Disk2ForceFlux = V2F2/Vol2;
Info<< "Disk 2 Force Flux = Sum(V2F2)/Sum(V2) = " <<
Disk2ForceFlux << nl << endl;

// --- Pressure-velocity PIMPLE corrector loop
while (pimple.loop())
{

#include "UEqn.H"
// --- Pressure corrector loop
while (pimple.correct())
{
#include "pEqn.H"
}
if (pimple.turbCorr())
{
turbulence->correct();
}
}
runTime.write();
Info<< "ExecutionTime = " << runTime.elapsedCpuTime() << " s"
<< " ClockTime = " << runTime.elapsedClockTime() << " s"
<< nl << endl;
}
Info<< "End\n" << endl;
return 0;
}

//
***********************************************************************
** //
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APPENDIX D
SOLVER: ROTATING WAKE
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*\
=========
|
\\
/ F ield
| OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox
\\
/
O peration
|
\\ /
A nd
| Copyright (C) 2011-2013 OpenFOAM
Foundation
\\/
M anipulation |
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------License
This file is part of OpenFOAM.
OpenFOAM is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
OpenFOAM is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT
ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY
or
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public
License
for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
along with OpenFOAM. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
Application
pimpleForceFoam
Description
Large time-step transient solver for incompressible, flow using the
PIMPLE
(merged PISO-SIMPLE) algorithm.
Sub-models include:
- turbulence modelling, i.e. laminar, RAS or LES
- run-time selectable finite volume options, e.g. MRF, explicit
porosity
\*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"fvCFD.H"
"singlePhaseTransportModel.H"
"turbulenceModel.H"
"pimpleControl.H"
"fvIOoptionList.H"
"IOporosityModelList.H"
"IOMRFZoneList.H"
"cellZone.H"

// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * //
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
#include "setRootCase.H"
#include "createTime.H"
#include "createMesh.H"
#include "createFields.H"
#include "createFvOptions.H"
#include "initContinuityErrs.H"
label DISK1Cell = mesh.cellZones().findZoneID("DISK1Cell");
const labelList& Disk1cells = mesh.cellZones()[DISK1Cell];
label DISK2Cell = mesh.cellZones().findZoneID("DISK2Cell");
const labelList& Disk2cells = mesh.cellZones()[DISK2Cell];
double Vol1 = 0;
forAll(Disk1cells, I_1)
{
Vol1 += mesh.V()[Disk1cells[I_1]];
}
reduce(Vol1,sumOp<scalar>());
double
double
double
double
Info<<

Disk1_Center_X = 0;
Disk1_Center_Z = 0;
Disk1_Radius = 25;
Cell1Thickness = (3.14159)*(Foam::sqr(Disk1_Radius))/Vol1;
"\nCell1 Thickness\n" << Cell1Thickness << endl;

double TransferCoeff1 = 0.3078*Cell1Thickness;
double Vol2 = 0;
forAll(Disk2cells, I_2)
{
Vol2 += mesh.V()[Disk2cells[I_2]];
}
reduce(Vol2,sumOp<scalar>());
double Disk2_Center_X = 0;
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double
double
double
Info<<
double

Disk2_Center_Z = 0;
Disk2_Radius = 25;
Cell2Thickness = (3.14159)*(Foam::sqr(Disk2_Radius))/Vol2;
"\nCell2 Thickness\n" << Cell2Thickness << endl;
TransferCoeff2 = 0.3078*Cell2Thickness;

pimpleControl pimple(mesh);
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * //
Info<< "\nStarting time loop\n" << endl;
while (runTime.run())
{
#include "readTimeControls.H"
#include "CourantNo.H"
#include "setDeltaT.H"
runTime++;
Info<< "Time = " << runTime.timeName() << nl << endl;
double V1U1 = 0;
double V1F1 = 0;
forAll(Disk1cells, I_1)
{
double Axial1_FY = TransferCoeff1*(U[Disk1cells[I_1]].y())*(U[Disk1cells[I_1]].y());//Foam
::sqr(U[Disk1cells[I_1]].y())/4/Cell1Thickness;
double Disk1_X = mesh.C()[Disk1cells[I_1]].x();
double Disk1_Z = mesh.C()[Disk1cells[I_1]].z();
double Radial1_FXZ = ((-0.879/15625)*pow((Foam::sqrt(Foam::sqr(Disk1_Z
- Disk1_Center_Z)+Foam::sqr(Disk1_X - Disk1_Center_X))),3) +
(0.7044/625)*pow((Foam::sqrt(Foam::sqr(Disk1_Z Disk1_Center_Z)+Foam::sqr(Disk1_X - Disk1_Center_X))),2) +
(0.2178/25)*(Foam::sqrt(Foam::sqr(Disk1_Z Disk1_Center_Z)+Foam::sqr(Disk1_X - Disk1_Center_X))) +
0.0325)*(Axial1_FY);
double Fx1 = -Radial1_FXZ*(Disk1_Z Disk1_Center_Z)/Foam::sqrt((Disk1_Z - Disk1_Center_Z)*(Disk1_Z Disk1_Center_Z)+(Disk1_X - Disk1_Center_X)*(Disk1_X - Disk1_Center_X));
double Fz1 = Radial1_FXZ*(Disk1_X Disk1_Center_X)/Foam::sqrt((Disk1_Z - Disk1_Center_Z)*(Disk1_Z Disk1_Center_Z)+(Disk1_X - Disk1_Center_X)*(Disk1_X - Disk1_Center_X));
double Fy1 = Axial1_FY;
forcing.internalField()[Disk1cells[I_1]] = vector(Fx1,Fy1,Fz1);
V1U1 += mesh.V()[Disk1cells[I_1]]*U[Disk1cells[I_1]].y();
V1F1 += mesh.V()[Disk1cells[I_1]]*forcing[Disk1cells[I_1]].y();
}
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reduce(V1U1,sumOp<scalar>());
double Disk1Flux = V1U1/Vol1;
Info<< "Disk 1 Velocity Flux = Sum(V1U1)/Sum(V1) = " << Disk1Flux
<< nl << endl;
reduce(V1F1,sumOp<scalar>());
double Disk1ForceFlux = V1F1/Vol1;
Info<< "Disk 1 Force Flux = Sum(V1F1)/Sum(V1) = " <<
Disk1ForceFlux << nl << endl;
double V2U2 = 0;
double V2F2 = 0;
forAll(Disk2cells, I_2)
{
double Axial2_FY = TransferCoeff2*(U[Disk2cells[I_2]].y())*(U[Disk2cells[I_2]].y());//Foam
::sqr(U[Disk2cells[I_2]].y())/4/Cell2Thickness;
double Disk2_X = mesh.C()[Disk2cells[I_2]].x();
double Disk2_Z = mesh.C()[Disk2cells[I_2]].z();
double Radial2_FXZ = ((-0.879/15625)*pow((Foam::sqrt(Foam::sqr(Disk2_Z
- Disk2_Center_Z)+Foam::sqr(Disk2_X - Disk2_Center_X))),3) +
(0.7044/625)*pow((Foam::sqrt(Foam::sqr(Disk2_Z Disk2_Center_Z)+Foam::sqr(Disk2_X - Disk2_Center_X))),2) +
(0.2178/25)*(Foam::sqrt(Foam::sqr(Disk2_Z Disk2_Center_Z)+Foam::sqr(Disk2_X - Disk2_Center_X))) +
0.0325)*(Axial2_FY);
double Fx2 = -Radial2_FXZ*(Disk2_Z Disk2_Center_Z)/Foam::sqrt((Disk2_Z - Disk2_Center_Z)*(Disk2_Z Disk2_Center_Z)+(Disk2_X - Disk2_Center_X)*(Disk2_X - Disk2_Center_X));
double Fz2 = Radial2_FXZ*(Disk2_X Disk2_Center_X)/Foam::sqrt((Disk2_Z - Disk2_Center_Z)*(Disk2_Z Disk2_Center_Z)+(Disk2_X - Disk2_Center_X)*(Disk2_X - Disk2_Center_X));
double Fy2 = Axial2_FY;
forcing.internalField()[Disk2cells[I_2]] = vector(Fx2,Fy2,Fz2);
V2U2 += mesh.V()[Disk2cells[I_2]]*U[Disk2cells[I_2]].y();
V2F2 += mesh.V()[Disk2cells[I_2]]*forcing[Disk2cells[I_2]].y();
}
reduce(V2U2,sumOp<scalar>());
double Disk2Flux = V2U2/Vol2;
Info<< "Disk 2 Velocity Flux = Sum(V2U2)/Sum(V2) = " << Disk2Flux
<< nl << endl;
reduce(V2F2,sumOp<scalar>());
double Disk2ForceFlux = V2F2/Vol2;
Info<< "Disk 2 Force Flux = Sum(V2F2)/Sum(V2) = " <<
Disk2ForceFlux << nl << endl;
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// --- Pressure-velocity PIMPLE corrector loop
while (pimple.loop())
{
#include "UEqn.H"
// --- Pressure corrector loop
while (pimple.correct())
{
#include "pEqn.H"
}
if (pimple.turbCorr())
{
turbulence->correct();
}
}
runTime.write();
Info<< "ExecutionTime = " << runTime.elapsedCpuTime() << " s"
<< " ClockTime = " << runTime.elapsedClockTime() << " s"
<< nl << endl;
}
Info<< "End\n" << endl;
return 0;
}
//
*****************************************************************
******** //
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APPENDIX E
VELOCITY AND PRESSURE EQUATIONS
U-Equation:
// Solve the Momentum equation
tmp<fvVectorMatrix> UEqn
(
fvm::ddt(U)
+ fvm::div(phi, U)
+ turbulence->divDevReff(U)
- forcing
==
fvOptions(U)
);
UEqn().relax();
fvOptions.constrain(UEqn());
volScalarField rAU(1.0/UEqn().A());
if (pimple.momentumPredictor())
{
solve(UEqn() == -fvc::grad(p));
fvOptions.correct(U);
}

p-Equation:
volVectorField HbyA("HbyA", U);
HbyA = rAU*UEqn().H();
if (pimple.nCorrPISO() <= 1)
{
UEqn.clear();
}
surfaceScalarField phiHbyA
(
"phiHbyA",
(fvc::interpolate(HbyA) & mesh.Sf())
+ fvc::ddtPhiCorr(rAU, U, phi)
);
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fvOptions.relativeFlux(phiHbyA);
adjustPhi(phiHbyA, U, p);
// Non-orthogonal pressure corrector loop
while (pimple.correctNonOrthogonal())
{
// Pressure corrector
fvScalarMatrix pEqn
(
fvm::laplacian(rAU, p) == fvc::div(phiHbyA)
);
pEqn.setReference(pRefCell, pRefValue);
pEqn.solve(mesh.solver(p.select(pimple.finalInnerIter())));
if (pimple.finalNonOrthogonalIter())
{
phi = phiHbyA - pEqn.flux();
}
}
#include "continuityErrs.H"
// Explicitly relax pressure for momentum corrector
p.relax();
U = HbyA - rAU*fvc::grad(p);
U.correctBoundaryConditions();
fvOptions.correct(U);
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